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GTA Global Trade Atlas
CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate
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HS Harmonized System
Global import season quarters 
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Executive summary
The purpose of this analysis was to identify potential high-value 
markets for selected WA fruits. The limited size of the domestic 
market, coupled with slowing population growth, makes a robust 
increase in export necessary to achieve the aspirational goal of 
‘doubling the value of agriculture’ by 2025 (Radhakrishnan 2017). 
Building opportunities for WA produce through identifying export 
markets with the best potential return, underpinned by demand, is of 
prime importance. 
This report analyses the market opportunities for seven fruits —  
apples, avocados, grapes, melons, oranges, plums and strawberries. 
These fruits were selected in response to an earlier analysis by 
Radhakrishnan, 2017, in which selection was based on current export 
level (more than $1 million) or supply expansion or potential identified 
in other reports. Vegetables were excluded as Coriolis has completed 
a detailed study on vegetable market opportunities for VegetablesWA 
(VegetablesWA 2016).
Asian and Middle Eastern markets are the focus. Other markets are 
included where there is a strikingly premium product imported or there 
is little opportunity in the analysed markets for that particular fruit.
Markets for apples, avocados, grapes, melons, oranges, plums and 
strawberries were analysed based on six demand factors, three 
supply factors, and one market access factor. Assessing against 
the criteria, the fruits were rated as having ‘high, medium or low’ 
export potential from Western Australia. However, the rating is not 
strictly based on the number of positive factors. For example, a 
clear seasonal advantage may override a series of negative factors 
and vice versa. In some markets, even though a premium segment 
does not exist, there could be an opportunity to create one, if we get 
access. For example, Japan and China are not premium markets for 
avocado. But they are premium importers of other fruits. Hence, there 
could be an opportunity for us to create a premium segment with 
our premium product, as current suppliers are low-cost producing 
countries. Information used in reaching the conclusions is given in the 
Appendix, so readers can create their own lists of ‘high, medium, or 
low’ potential markets based on their circumstances. 
This analysis is based on available information, hence it serves as a 
guide only. Potential exporters are required to do their own market 
analysis before decision making.
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Markets found to have high potential for the import of selected fruits 
are shown Table 1 below.
TABLE 1.  Markets with high potential
Fruit High potential markets High potential markets with no current access
Apples China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, UAE, UK China
Avocados Bahrain, China, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea,  
Taiwan, Thailand, UAE
China, Japan (under negotiation), South Korea, 
Taiwan, Thailand
Grapes China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Myanmar, New Zealand, Singapore,  
South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam
Japan (access only for three varieties)
Melons Bahrain, Hong Kong, Japan, Kuwait, Maldives, Singapore, UAE, Vietnam Vietnam
Oranges China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, 
Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam
Plums China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Kuwait, Singapore China
Strawberries Bahrain, Hong Kong, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, New Zealand, Qatar,  
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, UAE, China
China, Japan, Taiwan
The rating shown is relative, so for some fruits, there is high 
competition even in the ‘high’ potential markets. Penetrating or 
establishing in a high potential market will be easier with some fruits 
and more difficult with others. 
Growth in the quantity and price of imports of all the fruits analysed 
indicates the growing global demand for fruits and improving quality.  
However competition is very high. Hence, ensuring product quality is 
of prime importance in capitalising on these opportunities.
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Introduction
The limited size of the domestic market, coupled with slowing 
population growth, makes a robust increase in export necessary to 
achieve the aspirational goal of ‘doubling the value of agriculture’ 
by 2025 (DAFWA 2017). Identifying export markets with the best 
potential return, underpinned by demand, for our products is of prime 
importance.
This study sought to identify potential export opportunities for selected 
high quality fruits from WA. The analysis answers the following 
questions: 
• What are the long term and short-term import trends for the market?
• Is it a viable market for WA product?
• Is it a premium market?
• Who are WA’s potential competitors?
• Is there a premium segment that we can target?
• Does WA have a seasonal advantage?
• What is WA’s tariff position compared to other suppliers?
• Does Australia already have a presence in this market?
Through answering these questions, the markets were rated as having 
‘high, medium or low’ potential for importing each selected fruit.  
A number of high-potential markets closed to  
WA produce were also identified. The complete  
analyses serve as a basis for WA’s  
market prioritisation work. 
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Approach
Figure 1 gives an overview of the industries selected and the 
factors analysed to identify potential markets.
FIGURE 1.  Selected fruits and factors analysed
1. High
2. Medium
3. Low
Market 
potential 
Demand factors
1. Import value and trends
2. Import quantity and trends
3. Import price and trends
4. Share of import during WA supply season
5. Price of import during WA supply season
6. Global share and rank
Supply factors
7. Competitors
8. Level of competition
9. Share and price of competitor during  
WA supply season 
Market access factors
10.	Tariff	situation	(average	tariff,	Australia’s	
tariff	and	competitor’s	tariff)
Factors 
1. Apples
2. Avocados
3. Grapes
4. Melons
5. Oranges
6. Plums
7. Strawberries
Industries 
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Other factors, such as global trends, market share of particular fruits, 
Revealed Comparative Advantage index (see box below) both for 
Australia and Western Australia, type of market, and availability of 
market were also identified for further exploration. The explanation 
behind the choice of factors is given in Table 2.
Fruits were selected in response to a previous analysis by 
Radhakrishnan, 2017, in which selection was based on current export 
level (more than $1 million) or supply expansion or potential identified 
in other reports.  Vegetables were excluded as Coriolis has completed 
a detailed study on vegetable market opportunities for VegetablesWA 
(VegetablesWA 2016).
Primarily Asian and Middle East markets were analysed, however other 
markets were included where there is a strikingly high unit value for the 
import of the particular product, or not much opportunity for that fruit 
in other markets. 
Harmonized System (HS) is an international nomenclature developed 
by World Customs Organisation for the classification of goods. The 
HS code is based on this Harmonized System (Source: Singapore 
Customs). Specific HS codes used for each fruits is given in Appendix 1. 
TABLE 2.  Factors and explanation 
Indicators Explanation
Global import volume, value, 
price and trends
Demand, level of preference and its 
trends globally
Import volume, value, 
price and trends in specific 
markets
Level of demand, whether the market is a 
premium importer
Seasonality of imports, 
share of imports during WA 
season in specific markets
Specific demand during WA export 
season
Competitors, their share 
and price during WA season 
in specific markets
Extent of competition, segmentation in 
the market (premium, medium, low)
Share and position of 
Australia globally
A global leader can establish and expand 
in new markets easily
Tariff To check the comparative advantage on 
tariff compared to major competitors and 
other small suppliers
Australia already exporting Easier to establish if there is a presence
RCA index To check the comparative advantage of 
this product under the current situation  
— not used in rating
Market access If market access issues are preventing  
our entry to a high potential market —  
not used in rating
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) index 
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) index analyses a country’s comparative 
advantage, based on current export performance. The value of RCA can range 
from 0 to infinity. The RCA index of country ‘i’ for product ‘j’ is often measured by 
the product’s share in the country’s exports in relation to its share in world trade. 
RCAij = ((Xij/Xit)/(XWj/Xwt)
Where Xij and Xwj are the values of country ‘i’s exports of product ‘j’ and world 
exports of product ‘j’ and Xit and Xwt refer to the country’s total exports and world 
total exports. If the index exceeds unity, the country is said to have a ‘revealed 
comparative advantage’.  
Source: World bank (http://wits.worldbank.org/wits/wits/witshelp/Content/Utilities/
e1.trade_indicators.htm)
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Markets were identified as having ‘high, medium or low potential’ 
based on these factors, but the ranking was not strictly based on the 
number of positive factors. For example, a clear seasonal advantage 
may override a series of negative factors (such as low import value, 
high tariff) and vice versa. In some markets where a premium segment 
does not currently exist, there could be an opportunity to create one. 
Marketability also depends on the type of fruit. Some fruits will have 
potential in many markets, while others have few opportunities, hence 
different markets were identified as ‘high, medium or low’ for different 
fruits. 
The information used to formulate this report is provided in the 
Appendix, to enable others to create their own lists of market potential.
Results
The combined global import value of the analysed fruits in 2015 was 
$39.27 billion, which was 26.24% of the total fruits and nuts imported 
globally. Demand and supply factors analysed are shown in Figures 2, 
3 and 4. High potential markets derived from the analysis are shown in 
Figure 5 and 6.
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FIGURE 2a.  Global import scenario
Comments
•  Grapes are the highest-value imported fruit globally, 
comprising 7.36% of total fruit and nut imports.
•  Apples have the highest quantity trade.
•  Strawberries have the highest price of imports and oranges 
the lowest.
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FIGURE 2b. Global average unit value of imports ($/kg)
Demand factors
Strawberries
($3.7/kg)
Grapes
($2.7/kg)
Apples
($1.1/kg)
Melons
($1.1/kg)
Avocados
($2.9/kg)
Plums
($1.8/kg) Oranges
($1.0/kg)
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FIGURE 3.  Global import trends (CAGR)
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Demand factors (continued)
Comments
•  The historical five year growth 
in unit value is higher than 
10 year growth for all fruits, 
a possible indicator of the 
improving quality across all 
fruits.
•  Avocados have the highest 
quantity and unit value growth 
in both the five and 10 year 
time frames.
•  Melons have the lowest 
quantity growth, almost 
stagnant over the last five 
years.
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Supply factors
Comments
•  Under the current export scenario, Australia has a 
comparative advantage in the supply of oranges and grapes 
and WA has a comparative advantage for strawberries
•  Australia has a position in the top 20 exporters for all fruits 
except apples.
FIGURE 4a.  Competitors for WA
FIGURE 4b.  Australia’s position and share (%) in global exports
Commodities
Apples
Avocados
Grapes
Melons
Oranges
Plums
Strawberries
Competitors
New Zealand, Chile, US, South Africa, China, France, Italy
Mexico, Chile, New Zealand, Kenya, Morocco, Lebanon, Spain
South Africa, Chile, Peru, India, US, China, Egypt, Brazil
China, India, Oman, Netherlands, Costa Rica, Malaysia, Netherlands, France, Spain
South Africa, US, China, Egypt
South Africa, Chile
US, Egypt, South Korea, New Zealand
0.50 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.5
RCA index for WA RCA index for Australia
0.001
0.336
0.066
0.002
0.332
0.081
1.451
0.044
0.343
0.060
1.114
0.335
1.157
0.278
Oranges
7 
3.2%
Melons 
13
1.1%
Strawberries 
15
0.8%
Plums 
12
1.1%
Avocados 
20
0.2%
Apples 
40
0.1%
Grapes
11 
2.5%
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FIGURE 5.  High potential markets for apples
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand
UAE
Hong Kong
China
United 
Kingdom
Indonesia
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
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FIGURE 6.  High potential markets for avocados
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand
UAE
Japan
Taiwan
China
South
Korea
Kuwait
Bahrain
Bahrain
China
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
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FIGURE 7.  High potential markets for grapes
Singapore
Indonesia
Thailand
Vietnam
Myanmar
Japan
Taiwan
China
Sri Lanka
South
Korea
New Zealand
India
China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Myanmar
New Zealand
Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
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FIGURE 8.  High potential markets for melons
Singapore
Maldives
UAE
Japan
Kuwait
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Vietnam
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Japan
Kuwait
Maldives
Singapore
United Arab Emirates
Vietnam
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FIGURE 9.  High potential markets for oranges
Singapore
Indonesia
Thailand
Vietnam
Japan
Philippines
China
South
Korea
New Zealand
Malaysia
Hong Kong
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
South Korea
Thailand
Vietnam
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FIGURE 10.  High potential markets for plums
Singapore
China
Kuwait
Hong Kong
Indonesia
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Kuwait
Singapore
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FIGURE 11.  High potential markets for strawberries
Singapore
Thailand
Japan
New Zealand
Malaysia
Hong Kong
Kuwait
UAE
Bahrain
China
Saudi 
Arabia
Qatar
Taiwan
China
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
New Zealand
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
United Arab Emirates
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Discussion and 
conclusions
Singapore is the only export market where there is high potential for all 
of the fruits analysed. Only five countries have high potential for plum 
exports. WA does not have access in some of these high potential 
markets mainly because of Mediterranean fruit fly. 
Figure 11 on the following page shows the markets with high potential 
where WA does not have access to export.
WA may benefit from focussing on addressing market access issues in 
Japan for the strawberry and avocado industries, Vietnam for melons 
and China for apples, avocados, strawberries and plums. Oranges 
and grapes have the lowest level of restrictions, however only some 
varieties of grapes can be supplied to Japan (access to Japanese 
markets is for Red Globe, Thompson seedless and Crimson  
seedless only).
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FIGURE 12.  High potential markets with no access
Thailand
China
United 
Kingdom
Japan
South
Korea
Vietnam
Taiwan
Countries Fruits
China Apple, avocado, plum, strawberry
Japan Avocado, strawberry, grape 
(access for three varieties)
South Korea Avocado
Taiwan Avocado, strawberry
Thailand Avocado
Vietnam Melon
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Other considerations
1. Quantity and price of global imports have grown in the past fi ve- 
and ten-year periods for all the fruits analysed, although there has 
been little change for melons. The unit value is not real (includes 
infl ation), however growth in the past fi ve years is more than that 
in the past ten years for all of the analysed fruits.
2. Singapore is a high potential market for all of the fruits analysed. 
Japan, China and Hong Kong have high potential in fi ve of the 
fruits analysed, and Malaysia and Thailand have high potential in 
four.
3. Avocado has the highest growth rate in quantity and price in the 
past fi ve and ten years
4. Grape is the fruit with the highest value of imports ($11 billion), 
followed by apple ($10.25b).
5. WA has a comparative advantage in the export of strawberries 
and Australia has a comparative advantage in the export of 
grapes and oranges (RCA index greater than 1) under the current 
export scenario.
6. WA has a clear seasonal advantage for strawberries as US is the 
only country exporting strawberries during third quarter (July to 
September). China may be a high volume seasonal importer of 
strawberries, if access is allowed.
7. WA does not have a clear seasonal advantage for apples as 
they are exported throughout the year by our competitors, even 
though exports from New Zealand are lower during the WA 
season.
8. Australia has a leading position (seventh in the world) in the 
export of oranges, with a share of 3.2% of global exports. 
9. Of the fruits analysed, Australia’s share in the global market is the 
lowest for apples (0.1%). Australia is among the top 20 exporters 
for all fruits analysed, except apples. 
10. Among the top 20 exporters, Australia is the highest unit 
value exporter of avocado and plum, and second highest for 
strawberries. 
11. The plum industry would benefi t from addressing market access 
issues in China. China is a high volume, premium importer of 
plums. Chile is the only competitor during the WA supply season.
12. WA would benefi t from addressing market access issues in 
Japan, especially for strawberries and avocados. Japan is a high 
unit value importer of strawberries, with only the US supplying 
during July to September. Avocados are not imported at a 
premium price, however Mexico is the only supplying country 
during WA’s production period. If WA supplied the market with 
high quality avocados, we might be able to get the premium 
and volume.
13. There could be opportunities for quality improvement, mainly for 
plum and melons. WA’s export price is signifi cantly lower than the 
Australian average for plums and Australian melon export prices 
are at the medium to low end.
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14. WA supplies strawberries at the high end globally, but there are 
still opportunities to gain the premium.
15. China is the biggest importer among selected markets for two 
of the analysed fruits; grapes and plum. Japan is the premium 
market for strawberry while South Korea is for grapes and 
oranges. 
16. During the past five years, the highest growth in the import price 
of grapes, plums and strawberries was experienced in Malaysia.
17. Australia is not necessarily supplying at the top end of the market 
for some of the fruits analysed.
18. Competition is very high in most of the fruits analysed. 
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Possible growth strategies
Apples
Avocados
Grapes
Melons
Plums
Strawberries
Oranges
•	Developing value-added product
•	New varieties such as BravoTM
•	Creating a premium segment in high-volume, low-premium markets such as Japan and China
•	Gaining market access to Taiwan, Thailand, China, South Korea and Japan 
•	Establishing in high-volume, premium markets such as South Korea, China and Japan
•	 Increase in supply
•	 Improving the product to supply the premium market and capturing in the premium segment of existing markets
•	Expanding markets. Good opportunity now open in Japanese market
•	WA may benefit from addressing the market access issues in Vietnam
•	 Improving the product (including varieties) to supply premium product at the high end of the market
•	Gaining market access to China (China imports high volume, premium product during WA export season and  
Chile is the only competitor)
•	Access to Japanese market (Japan imports high volume premium product during WA season and US the 
only competitor) 
•	Access to Chinese market
•	Supply during July to September when US is the only major competitor globally
•	Establishing in South Korean market to capitalise on the tariff advantage
•	Expanding in markets such as China and Japan 
•	 Increase in supply
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Industry details
Detailed results for each fruit industry are given below.
Apples
•  Of the fruits analysed, apples rank first in terms of tonnage 
imported globally. 
•  There is very high competition in the market from China, US,  
New Zealand and South Africa, all of which are world leaders in 
apple exports.
•  Australia’s export price is 59% higher than the average world export 
price of apples.
•  Of the fruits analysed, apple is the only one for which  Australia 
is not in the top 20 exporters. Australia is 40th among the global 
exporters of apples.
•  Of the fruits analysed, apple has the lowest RCA index for WA.
•  Focussing on speciality segments, such as BravoTM or value-added 
supply, may be advantageous to WA as the competition in the 
general fresh apple export sector is very high.
Avocados
•  Mexico and New Zealand are the major competitors during the WA 
supply season.
•  Australia has the highest export price among the top 20 exporters.
•  Of the analysed fruits, avocado had the highest import growth 
during the past five and ten years in terms of quantity and unit 
value.
•  WA avocados comprise 13% by quantity and 18% by value of 
Australian exports.
•  Kuwait, South Korea and Singapore are premium importers with 
reasonable import volume. Thailand and Taiwan are premium 
importers with low volume.
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•  Mexico is the main competitor in high volume, low premium 
importing markets such as China and Japan, while New Zealand is 
the main competitor in low volume high premium markets such as 
South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.
•  Japan is a heavy importer of avocados importing 45% during 
WA’s supply season. However the import price is not very high 
and Mexico is effectively the sole competitor during the WA supply 
season. WA does not have access to the Japanese market. As 
Japan is a premium importer of other fruits, WA may be able to 
realise a premium in the market with a premium product if access 
to the Japanese market is gained. WA has a tariff advantage under 
JAEPA (Japan Australia Economic Partnership Agreement).
•  China has shown good growth in imports, although not a large 
importer. As in the case of Japan, there could be opportunities to 
create a product for the premium end of the market, as China is a 
premium importer of other fruits.
•  WA would benefit from addressing the market access issues in 
Japan, China, Taiwan, South Korea and Thailand.
Grapes
•  In terms of value, grapes rank highest in global imports among the 
fruits analysed.
•  There is high competition in the market, mainly from Chile, South 
Africa and Peru, who are global leaders in grape exports.
•  Cold treatment is required in most of the high value markets, but 
there are fewer market access issues compared to other fruits.
•  All of the analysed countries have positive growth rate in both 
quantity and unit value during the past five years.
•  WA has a tariff advantage with the recent trade agreement with 
countries that have high potential markets, such as South Korea, 
China and Japan. 
•  Australia has a comparative advantage in the export of grapes.
•  There is more potential in Asian countries compared to Middle East.
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Melons
•  Australia is not supplying at the high end of the market. There could 
be opportunities to supply a premium product.
•  There are a large number of competitors in the market making it 
hard to identify a single major competitor. Netherlands, France and 
Brazil are the major competitors in the European market, while 
India, China, Malaysia, Oman, and Sudan compete in South Asian 
and Middle Eastern markets.
•  The Japanese market has been open for WA melon exports since 
2016. This could be an opportunity for WA as Japan is a high value 
importer and Mexico is the sole competitor during the WA export 
period.
•  South Africa supplies at very high prices to UK, Netherlands and 
Switzerland. WA does not have the distance advantage in these 
markets.
•  Proximal high value markets import melons outside of the current 
WA export season. As WA can produce melons throughout the 
year, supplying outside of the current export season could be 
considered.
•  WA may benefit from addressing the market access issues in 
Vietnam.
Oranges
•  Australia’s exports are at the lower medium end of the price 
spectrum globally.
•  Australia has comparative advantage in the export of oranges.
•  Major opportunities exist in South Korea, China and Japan. The 
Middle East is not a high potential market for oranges in general.
•  Japan, South Korea and China are premium importers of high 
volume, and Australia will have a tariff advantage in these markets 
based on our trade agreements.
•  Australia has a low import share during 3rd quarter in South 
Korea. South Africa and US each have over 30% share. All other 
competitors have a tariff of 50% while Australia now has tariff 
advantage. For up to 20 metric tonnes, the tariff will be 0%. For 
quantities exceeding this quota, tariff will be 50% if imported 
between October 1 and March 31 and 15% if imported between 
April 1 and September 30. Only 10.2% tariff in Japanese market 
if imported between 1 June to 30 September. No tariff advantage 
from JAPEA if imported between 1st October to 31st May.
•  The main competition is from South Africa, which is the second 
biggest exporter of oranges globally. 
•  South Africa is a cheap supplier whose average export price is 29% 
lower than the global export average price.
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Plums
•  The Australian export price is the highest among the top 20 
exporters.
•  WA supply price is 38% less than the Australian average.
•  Both Australia and WA have an RCA index of 0.3, showing that we 
don’t currently have a comparative advantage.
•  South Africa is the major competitor overall, and Chile is the major 
competitor in China and Taiwan.
•  China is the biggest importer of plums in the world, with double 
digit growth in quantity and unit value for the past five and ten 
years.
•  Chile is almost the sole supplier of plums in the Chinese market 
during the WA supply period. The price of imports is high. If 
Australia had access to China, it would be a very good opportunity 
for WA.
•  WA has to realise a price premium with a premium product to be 
successful in these markets.
Strawberries
•  WA would benefit from gaining access to the Japanese market. 
Japan is a premium market with high imports during the WA 
season. WA has tariff advantages and US is the only competitor 
during this time. However, the product specification required by 
Japan needs to be investigated.
•  China could be a potential high volume  market if we have access.
•  Australia receives the second highest price in exports among the 
top 20 exporters globally.
•  WA has an RCA index of more than 1.4, hence WA has 
comparative advantage in the export of strawberries.
•  July to September is the seasonal window for WA, where 
competition is only from the US. There are no cheap suppliers in 
the market during this period.
•  Less than 30% of the imports are during the WA supply season. It 
could be a challenge or an opportunity depending on the causes 
of this trend. If it is due to unavailability of suppliers during the WA 
season, it is an opportunity for WA. If it is due to sufficient local 
production during this period, that could be a challenge for WA.
•  The Australian export price is 150% higher than the global average.
Details on each fruit is given in Appendix 2.
Ranking of different fruits on different indicators are shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3.  Ranking of fruits on different indicators
Global 
import 
value ($m)
Global unit 
value of 
exports  
($/kg)
CAGR of 
global 
import 
quantity  
(10 year)
CAGR of 
global 
import 
quantity 
(5 year)
CAGR of 
global 
import 
price 
(10 year) 
CAGR of 
global 
import 
price 
(5 year)
Share of 
selected 
fruit in 
global fruit 
and nut 
exports
Share of 
Australia 
in global 
exports
RCA index 
for WA
RCA 
index for 
Australia
1. Grapes Strawberries Avocados Avocados Avocados Avocados Grapes Oranges Strawberries Oranges
2. Apples Avocados Apples Strawberries Apples Apples Apples Grapes Melons Grapes
3. Oranges Grapes Oranges Apples Plums Grapes Oranges Melons Plums Plums
4. Avocados Plums Strawberries Grapes Strawberries Melons Avocados Plums Avocados Melons
5. Strawberries Apples Grapes Plums Grapes Plums Strawberries Strawberries Oranges Strawberries
6. Melons Melons Plums Oranges Melons Strawberries Melons Avocados Grapes Avocados
7. Plums Oranges Melons Melons Oranges Oranges Plums Apples Apples Apples
From this table, industries such as grapes, apples and oranges 
have top positions in the value of exports, while growth is high for 
avocados, strawberries and apples. Import quality is growing mainly 
for avocados and apples as evidenced by increasing unit value. 
Australia has a reasonable share in the export of all fruits except 
apples. Australia has a comparative advantage in the export of 
oranges and grapes, while WA has a comparative advantage in the 
export of strawberries. 
In general global trends are positive for all of the analysed fruits. 
Opportunities exist in specific markets during the WA export 
season1. Success depends on how well industry capitalises on these 
opportunities with a premium product and efficient supply chain. 
This analysis is based on available information, hence it serves as a 
guide only. Potential exporters are required to do their own market 
analysis before decision making.
1 Important note: 
• Detailed information on in-markets is not within the scope of this study.
• The rating as ‘high, medium and low’ is indicative only. A low rated market doesn’t mean that there is no opportunity for a particular product in that market. It only means 
that compared to high or medium rated markets, opportunities are low in that particular market.
• The tariff schedule is update-to-date for the current year from Austrade for the available countries. Tariffs for other countries are from the International Trade Centre, and 
may not be for the current year. Japan and South Korea’s tariff schedule is different for different seasons. (This may be applicable for some other countries as well.) The 
most applicable to WA’s export season is given. For details please check:https://ftaportal.dfat.gov.au/VNM/AUS/AANZFTA/product/0806a1000/tariff?expanded=0806
• All figures refer to 2015, unless otherwise stated. Majority of information in Appendix 2 comes from International Trade Centre and Global Trade Atlas.
• Some of the import figures could be because of re exports, which is not possible to identify in desktop analysis.
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Fruit HS code used Product description
Apples 080810 Fresh apples
Avocados 080440 Fresh or dried avocados
Grapes 080610 Fresh grapes
Melons 080719 Fresh melons (excluding water melons)
Oranges 080510 Fresh or dried oranges
Plums 080940 Fresh plums and sloes
Strawberries 081010 Fresh strawberries
APPENDIX 1
Details on HS (Harmonized System) codes
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APPENDIX 2
Detailed industry analysis  
(see following pages)
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Apples
General details on trade
Global import value  $10.25 billion
Global import quantity  9,609,274 tons
Major exporters  China, US, Italy,   
 France, Chile
Major importers  Germany, UK, Egypt,  
 Belarus, Russia
Share of top 5 exporters  60%
Share of top 5 importers  29%
Share of apple in total fruit and  
nut exports  6.9%
WA’s export season  July to September
Share of Australia in global apple  
exports  0.1%
Position of Australia in global apple exports  40
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Australian apples  0.044
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian apples  0.001
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  4%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  3%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  3%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  5%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  China
Market with highest import value  UK
Market with highest import price  Bahamas
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  Japan
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Sri Lanka
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(263.1)
United States
(323.7)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(0.8)
Ecuador
(50.6)
Paraguay
(6.0)
Greenland
(1.3)
Faroe Islands
(0.8)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(12.5)
Algeria
(132.6) Saudi Arabia
(253.6)
Equatorial Guinea
(1.6)
Madagascar
(0.8)
French South Antarctic 
Territories
(0.7)
French Polynesia
(2.6)
Maldives
(4.7)
India
(279.0)
Russia
(511.3)
Australia
(2.0)
Macao, China
(6.8)
Papua New Guinea
(4.7)
North Korea
(51.2)
Import value ($m)
0.5 682.4
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Canada
(1.2)
United States
(2.1)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(2.7)
Ecuador
(1.1)
Paraguay
(0.5)
Greenland
(2.0)
Faroe Islands
(1.9)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(0.4)
Morocco
(0.9)
Saudi Arabia
(1.2)
Equatorial Guinea
(1.2)
Madagascar
(1.7)
French South Antarctic 
Territories
(1.2)
French Polynesia
(2.2)
Maldives
(2.0)
India
(1.4)
Russia
(0.6)
Australia
(2.7)
Macao, China
(1.4)
Papua New Guinea
(1.7)
North Korea
(1.3)
Import price ($/kg)
0.3 3.2
Data source: International Trade Centre
Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Unit value of export of top 20 countries (AU$/kg)
0.2 4.2
786
578
1.3 1.2
1.6 423
394
1.1
0.5
257
1.3
188
0.8
148
0.2
138
0.7
135
1.1
128
0.5
114
1.1
93
0.9
71 70
1.2
Australia doesn't come among the top 20 exporters
1.7
1.0
147
4.2
Data source: International 
Trade Centre
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Australian exports (2016)
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United Kingdom
Papua New Guinea
Indonesia
Malaysia
United Arab Emirates
Hong Kong
Thailand
Singapore
Netherlands
Sri Lanka
China
India
Nauru
Singapore
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/t)
WA export unit value (AU$/t)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
2.712
Australia export quantity (t)
Australia export unit value ($/kg)
WA export quantity (t)
WA export unit value ($/kg)
1,222
994
708
550
399
331
243
148
105
103
76
62
40
2.8
2.1
3.6
1.2
3.7
2.8
2.2
1.5
3.2
1.1
2.8
1.3
3.1
WA exports (2016)
Data source: Global Trade Atlas
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
0 200 400 600 800 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.00 200K 400K 600K 0 20 40 -20 0 20
Bahamas
Bahrain
China
Egypt
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon
Malaysia
Oman
Pakistan
Philippines
Qatar
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
UK
Vietnam
Value (AU$m) Quantity (t) Unit value (AU$/kg) CAGR qty 10yrs (%)
0 50 0 20
CAGR qty 5yrs (%) CAGR price 10yrs (%) CAGR price 5yrs (%)
3.9
16.0
       194.9
                       596.6
        236.1
          279.0
      184.7
29.4
3.1
  74.1
 43.6
2.7
     143.1
 37.9
22.4
    116.5
32.9
   97.5
26.1
            317.2
           308.8
         250.7
                        653.1
        234.0
-2.5% -2.6%
-9.8%    6.0%
   4.7%
      8.3%
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Global position — Importers
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Competition and tariff details
Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level	of	tariff	 Tariff	for	top	importers
Bahamas  US  0%  0%
Bahrain  Italy,Chile, France, US, Iran  0%  0%
China  US, New Zealand ,Chile , Japan,France  0-100%  New Zealand, Chile – 0%, Others – 10%
Egypt  Italy, Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Poland  0-30%  0%
Hong Kong  US, China, Japan, New Zealand, Chile  0%  0%
India  US, China, Chile, New Zealand, Italy  0-50%  50%
Indonesia  China, US, New Zealand, Australia, France  0-5%  China – 0%, Others – 5%
Israel  US, France, Italy, Spain,Argentina  46%  46.12%
Japan  New Zealand  0–17%  17%
Jordan  Italy, Syria, Greece, US, Turkey  0–22.5  18.75% – Turkey,  Others – 0%
Kuwait  Lebanon, US, France, Italy, Chile  0%  0%
Lebanon  Italy  56–99.6%  56%
Malaysia  South Africa, China, New Zealand, US,France  0-5%  China, New Zealand – 0%, Others – 5%
Oman  US, South Africa, France, New Zealand  0%  0%
Pakistan  Afghanistan, Iran, New Zealand, China, US  0-20%  20%
Philippines  China, US, New Zealand  0-7%  China – 0%, Others – 5%
Qatar  France, US, Chile, Italy, New Zealand  0%  0%
Singapore  China, South Africa, New Zealand, US, France  0%  0%
Sri Lanka  China, US, New Zealand  0–25%  25%
Taiwan  US, Japan, Chile, New Zealand, South Africa  0-20%  New Zealand – 0%, Others – 20%
Thailand  China, New Zealand, US, France, Japan  0-10%  France, US – 10%, Others – 0%
UAE  US, France, China, Chile, New Zealand  0%  0%
UK  France, South Africa, New Zealand, Italy, Chile  0-15.5%  France, Italy – 0%, Chile – 4.3%,  
   New Zealand, South Africa – 15.49%
Vietnam  US, China, New Zealand  0-10%  US –10%, Others – 0%
0.0%
0.0%
 4.0%
        30.0%
0.0%
              50.0%
0.0%
             46.1%
  10.8%
      22.5%
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                            99.6%
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0.0%
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
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Details on import season
Importers  Suppliers in 3rd quarter 
Bahamas  US(100%)
Bahrain  Chile (28%), Italy (15%), South Africa (14%), France (10%), New Zealand (9%), US (9%)
China  New Zealand (38%), Chile (33%),US (28%)
Hong Kong  China (38%), US (32%), New Zealand (15%), Japan (7%), France (3%)
India  US (68%), New Zealand (13%), Chile (9%), China (6%)
Indonesia  China (70%), US (23%), New Zealand (7%)
Japan  New Zealand (100%)
Kuwait  Lebanon (54%), US (15%), Chile (12%), France (5%)
Malaysia  South Africa (58%), China (16%), New Zealand (16%), US (5%)
Oman  UAE (66%), South Africa (11%), New Zealand (9%), France (4%)
Philippines  China (93%), US (5%)
Qatar  Chile (28%),US(22%), New Zealand (17%), France (16%), South Africa (6%), China (3%)
Singapore  China (32%), New Zealand (29%), South Africa (26%), US (5%), France (4%)
Sri Lanka  China (60%), US (30%), South Africa (5%)
Taiwan  Chile (55%), New Zealand (28%), US(7%), Japan (5%), South Africa (4%)
Thailand  China (64%), New Zealand (31%), US (5%)
UAE  US (28%), France (23%), New Zealand (12%), Italy (11%), China (8%), South Africa (6%), Spain (5%), Chile (4%)
UK  South Africa (33%), New Zealand (29%), France (10%), Chile (8%), Germany (4%), Netherlands (4%)
Imports	3rd	qtr	(%)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Importers  Suppliers in 1st quarter Suppliers in 2nd quarter Suppliers in 4th quarter 
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  Italy (31%), Iran (21%), France (19%), US (17%),  Chile (31%), South Africa (20%), Italy (17%), US (13%)  Italy (35%), Iran (22%), France (17%), Chile (7%)  
 South Africa (6%) 
China  US (70%), New Zealand (9%), France (9%),   New Zealand (50%), Chile (25%), US (24%)  US (68%), Japan (16%), France (12%) 
 Japan (7%)
Hong Kong  US (37%), Japan (24%), China (21%)  US (31%), china (31%), New Zealand (24%), Japan (8%)  China (41%), US (33%), Japan (18%) 
India  US (53%), China (24%), Italy (12%), Iran (4%)  US (55%), Chile (15%),New Zealand (12%), China (9%)  China (41%), US (35%), Italy (13%)
Indonesia  China (67%), US (30%)  China (65%), US (23%), New Zealand (10%)  China (68%), US (29%)
Japan  Not available  New Zealand (100%)  Not available
Kuwait  France (28%),US (21%), Italy (18%), Iran (13%)  Chile (28%), US (25%), Italy (12%), New Zealand (12%)  France (27%), Iran (19%), Lebanon (17%), US (15%), 
   Italy (12%)
Malaysia  South Africa (36%), China (25%), US (16%),  South Africa (62%), New Zealand (20%), China (9%),  South Africa (42%), China (31%), France (13%),   
 France (14%)  US (6%) US (9%)
Oman  UAE (51%), France (16%), South Africa (16%),   UAE (37%), South Africa (32%), New Zealand (11%)  UAE (93%) 
 Spain (7%)
Philippines  China (87%), US (12%)  China (89%), US (6%)  China (93%), US (6%)
Qatar  France (52%), Italy (19%), US (15%)  Chile (28%), US (18%), France (13%),  Chile (28%), US (22%), New Zealand (17%),  
  New Zealand (13%), Italy (10%)  France (16%)
Singapore  China (35%), US (25%), France (14%),   New Zealand (32%), South Africa (30%),  China (32%), France (23%), US (19%),  
 South Africa (11%), New Zealand (8%) China (26%), US (5%) South Africa (11%)
Sri Lanka  China (59%), US (14%), New Zealand (13%),  New Zealand (41%), China (28%), US (19%), Italy (5%)  China (75%), US (11%), Italy (6%) 
 Italy (10%) 
Taiwan  Japan (50%), US (44%)  Chile (41%), New Zealand (38%), US (10%)  US (47%), Japan (41%)
Thailand  China (75%), US (15%), France (6%)  New Zealand (46%), China (40%), US (12%)  China (80%), US (7%), France (5%),  
   New Zealand (5%)
UAE  US(31%), France (15%), Italy (15%),  New Zealand (26%), US (25%), South Africa (15%), France (33%), US (21%), China (19%), Italy (15%) 
 South Africa (11%), New Zealand (10%) Chile (13%), China (11%) 
UK  France (49%), Italy (16%), Germany (7%), South Africa (29%), New Zealand (20%), France (17%), France (51%), Italy (13%), Germany (7%),   
 Spain (5%), South Africa (5%) Chile (12%), Italy (8%)  Spain (7%)
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Details on import season (continued...)
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Import value in 1st qtr (AU$m) Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m)
Unit price in 1st qtr (AU$/kg) Unit price in 2nd qtr (AU$/kg)
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Details on import season (continued...)
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Australia’s Type of Comments  Potential  Availability 
 presence market  
Bahamas  No Not known  Premium value, low volume, low growth, less competition, distance disadvantage   Medium  Not known
Bahrain  Yes  Phytosanitary  High competition, not in top 8 in any of the indicators. Low cost suppliers.  
   Chile dominates in 2nd qtr and Italy in 4th  Low  Available
China  Yes  Protocol  In top 8 for three indicators, but competition is high and no access for WA. New Zealand  
   supplies at premium end  High  Aspirational
Hong Kong  Yes  Open  China supplies at high end during 3rd qtr. New Zealand supply is also at moderately high price  High  Available
India  Yes  Protocol  Cold treatment required. High volume, high growth market. New Zealand supplies at high end  Low  Available
Indonesia  Yes  Phytosanitary  Cold treatment needed, high unit value but high competition. Only South Africa is the cheap  
   supplier during WA time  High  Available
Japan  Yes  Protocol  Premium, no access, growth in quantity of import, declining quality  Low  Aspirational
Jordan  No  Protocol  Disadvantage on tariff, high competition  Low  Available
Kuwait  Yes  Phytosanitary  High competition, comes in the last group for all indicators. Very low unit value  Low  Available
Lebanon  No  Phytosanitary  Low import volume, high level of tariff  Low  Available
Malaysia  Yes Open  Good growth in quality, low unit value, New Zealand supply at high end. Opportunities for  
   small volume at premium end High  Available
Oman  Yes  Phytosanitary  In the last group for all indicators, New Zealand supply at high end  Medium  Available
Pakistan  No  Phytosanitary  Import volume is increasing, very low unit value  Low  Available
Philippines No  Protocol  Cold treatment required, quality is increasing, China supplies at high end  Medium  Available
Qatar  Yes  Phytosanitary  Reasonably good growth in quality, supply is generally at low prices during WA season  Medium  Available
Singapore  Yes  Open  Premium importer, high competition, improvement in quality  High  Available
Sri Lanka  Yes  Protocol  Quality is increasing  Low  Available
Taiwan  Yes  Protocol  Tariff disadvantage and high competition, New Zealand supplies at high end  Medium  Aspirational
Thailand  Yes  Protocol  High share,improvement in quality. Cold treatment required.  High  Available
UAE  Yes  Phytosanitary  Australia supplies at high price  High  Available
UK  Yes  Phytosanitary  High volume, high competition, disadvantage on tariff  High  Available
Vietnam  No Protocol  Medium or low in all indicators. New Zealand supplies at high end Medium  Aspirational
Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
• Globally, apples are one of the most commonly traded fruits, comprising 6.9% of all the fruits and nuts imported.
• Australia ranks 40th in the export of apples, with a share of only 0.1% of the global exports.
• In 2015, apples from WA had an export unit value of $4.2/kg, as opposed to $2.8/kg for Australia and $1.0/kg for world. However WA 
unit value dropped to $2.7/kg in 2016 while that for Australia was $2.54/kg in 2016. Still WA supplies at higher price points.
• Export is moderately geographically concentrated with top five exporters have a combined share of 60%
• Import is not geographically concentrated. The top five importers have a combined share of only 29%
• By value, Germany is the largest importer and China the largest exporter of apples.
Challenges
•  Global competition is very high, especially from China, Europe, US, New Zealand and South Africa.
•  Australia and Western Australia both have an RCA index of less than one, indicating that neither WA nor Australia has a comparative 
advantage in the export of apples. However RCA index may be improved with increasing exports.
•  New Zealand ranks sixth in the global export of apples with a share of 6.2%.
•  Most countries have supplies through out the year, hence there is no seasonal advantage.
Opportunities
•  Good growth in global import unit value, especially during the past five years which show a general improvement in quality
•  In general, import volume is growing in South Asian countries
•  WA might have opportunities in China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, UAE and UK
•  WA might have to focus on speciality segments such as BravoTM or value added supply
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Avocados
General details on trade
Global import value  $4.97 billion
Global import quantity  1,799,519 tons
Major exporters  Mexico, Netherlands,   
 Peru, Spain, Chile
Major importers  US, Netherlands,    
 France, UK, Canada
Share of top 5 exporters  83%
Share of top 5 importers  70%
Share of avocado in total fruit and nut  
exports  3.3%
WA’s export season  October to March
Share of Australia in global avocado  
exports  0.2%
Position of Australia in global avocado  
exports  20
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Australian avocado  0.060
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian avocados  0.066
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  10%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  4%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  14%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  7%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  China, Japan   
 South Korea, Taiwan,  
 Thailand
Market with highest import value  Japan
Market with highest import price  Thailand
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  China
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Egypt
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(206.78)
United States
(2,263.79)
Bermuda
(0.99)
Trinidad 
and Tobago
(0.88)
Brazil
(0.61)
Argentina
(33.65)
Iceland
(2.94)
Sweden
(69.45)
Czech Republic
(8.86)
Saudi Arabia
(28.34)
South Africa
(7.25)
Morocco
(1.6)
Malta
(0.69)
Maldives
(0.56)
Russia
(25.35)
Australia
(71.04)
South Korea
(9.14)
Hong Kong
(24.60)
Import value ($m)
0.53 2,263.79
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(2.95)
United States
(2.61) Bermuda
(3.26)
Trinidad 
and Tobago
(1.34)
Brazil
(3.20)
Argentina
(3.11)
Iceland
(4.22)
Sweden
(3.88)
Czech Republic
(3.57)
Saudi Arabia
(1.7)
South Africa
(3.23)
Morocco
(1.0) Malta(3.02)
Russia
(2.14)
Australia
(4.67)
South Korea
(6.03)
Hong Kong
(3.15)
Thailand
(7.41)
Singapore
(5.15)
Maldives
(0.56)
Import value ($/kg)
1.00 7.59
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australia is not big exporter, but a high value exporter
Unit value of export of top 20 countries (AU$/kg)
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Trade Centre
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Australian exports (2016)
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Australian export unit value (AU$/kg)
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Australian export quantity (t)
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WA export quantity (t)
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WA exports (2016)
Data source: Global Trade Atlas
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
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Global position — Importers
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Competition and tariff details
Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level	of	tariff	 Tariff	for	top	importers
Bahrain  Mexico, US, Kenya, Peru, Sri Lanka  0%  0%
China  Mexico, Chile, Peru  0-80%  Chile, Peru – 0%, Mexico – 25%
Egypt  Kenya, Spain, Italy, Greece, Lebanon  0-20%  0%
Hong Kong  Mexico, Chile, US, Peru, South Africa  0%  0%
Indonesia  Australia, Philippines, US  0-5%  US, Chile, Mexico – 5%, Philippines – 0%
Japan  Mexico, US, New Zealand, Chile, Peru  0-6%  US, New Zealand – 3%, Others – 0%
Jordan  Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, Greece, Morocco  0-20%  0%
Kuwait  US,Kenya, Lebanon, Morocco, South Africa  0 % 0%
Lebanon  South Africa, Netherlands, Spain, France, US  0-76.7%  0.767%
Malaysia  Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Kenya, US  0-5%  Australia, New Zealand – 0%, Others – 5%
Oman  UAE, Uganda,Kenya, Lebanon, Netherlands  0% 0%
Qatar  Kenya, Uganda, Philippines, Peru, South Africa  0%  0%
Russia  Israel, South Africa, Peru, Kenya, Chile  0-5% Israel – 5%, Others – 3.8%
Saudi Arabia Kenya, Spain, US, Chile, Turkey  0%  0%
Singapore  US, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Kenya 0% 0%
South Korea  US, New Zealand, Mexico, Chile  0-30%  New Zealand, Mexico – 30%, Others – 0%
Taiwan  US, New Zealand  0-28%  US – 15%, New Zealand – 7%
Thailand  New Zealand, Australia, US  0-40%  New Zealand – 0%, US – 40%
UAE  US, Netherlands, Spain, Morocco, Mexico  0%  0%
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
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Importers  Suppliers during 1st qtr  Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahrain  Mexico (50%), US (24%),   Mexico 75%), Kenya (15%) 
 Kenya (24%)
China  Mexico (96%)  Mexico (70%), Chile (30%)
Hong Kong  Chile (50%), Mexico (45%)  Mexico (62%), Chile (12%)
Indonesia  Australia (100%)  Australia (50%), US (23%),  
  Philippines (19%)
Japan  Mexico (99%)  Mexico (95%), New Zealand (5%)
Kuwait  US (63%), Morocco (17%),   US (62%), Lebanon (25%),  
 Kenya (13%) Kenya (6%)
Malaysia  Australia (70%)  Australia (63%),  
  New Zealand (28%)
Oman  UAE (90%)  UAE (91%)
Qatar  Kenya (53%), Uganda (22%)  Kenya (40%),Uganda (27%),  
  Philippines (11%)
Russia  Israel (96%)  Israel(95%)
Saudi Arabia  Kenya (47%),US (17%),  Kenya (28%), Spain (47%),   
 Chile (8.7%) US (17%), Turkey (7%)
Singapore  US (33%), Australia(23%),   New Zealand (46%), Australia (32%),  
 New Zealand (25%), Kenya(14%) US (10%), Mexico (8%)
South Korea  US (68%), New Zealand (22%),   New Zealand (79%), Mexico (21%) 
 Mexico (10%)
Taiwan  New Zealand (67%), US (33%)  New Zealand (90%), US (10%)
Thailand  New Zealand (100%)  New Zealand (98%)
UAE  US (60%), Spain (16%),  US (72%), Netherlands (16%),  
 Morocco (14%) Mexico (5%)
Details on import season
Import price 1st qtr 
(AU$/kg)
%	Import	–	WA	supply	
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Import price 4th qtr 
(AU$/kg)
Import value 1st qtr 
(AU$m)
Import value 4th qtr 
(AU$m)
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Importers  Suppliers during 2nd qtr  Suppliers during 3rd qtr
Bahrain  US (47%), Kenya (26%), Mexico (15%)  Mexico (32%), Kenya (27%), US (27%)
China  Mexico (100%)  Mexico (93%), Chile (5%)
Hong Kong  Peru (36%), US (33%),   Mexico (52%), Peru (24%), South Africa (9%),  
 South Africa (15%), Mexico (14%) Chile (9%)
Indonesia  Australia (100%)  Australia (100%)
Japan  Mexico (92%), US (8%)  Mexico (96%),US (3%)
Kuwait  US (72%), Kenya (14%), Morocco (6%)  US (64%), Kenya (13%), Indonesia (10%)
Malaysia  Australia (72%), Kenya (12%),  Australia (72%), South Africa (12%),   
 South Africa (6%) New Zealand (6%)
Oman  UAE (92%)  UAE (100%)
Qatar  Kenya (52%), Uganda (23%)  Kenya (58%), Uganda (22%), Philippines (9%)
Russia  South Africa (41%), Peru (31%),  South Africa (63%), Israel (13%), Kenya (10%), 
 Israel (16%), Kenya (10%) Peru (99%)
Saudi Arabia Kenya (43%), South Africa (22%), Kenya (37%), Spain (36%), US (7%), Turkey (7%), 
 Argentina (13%), Chile (13%) Argentina (6%)
Singapore  US (51%), Australia (31%),  Australia (39%), US (36%), New Zealand (10%) 
 South Africa (13%)  
South Korea US (95%)  US (70%), New Zealand (19%), Mexico (10%)
Taiwan  US (100%)  US (97%)
Thailand  New Zealand (100%)  New Zealand (100%)
UAE  US (44%), Spain (20%),  US (78%), Netherlands (10%), Mexico (8%) 
 Netherlands (10%) 
Details on import season (continued...)
Import price 2nd qtr 
(AU$/kg)
Import price 3rd qtr 
(AU$/kg)
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  Yes  Kenya ($2.9/kg) is the low cost supplier while Mexico ($7.9/kg) and US ($10/kg) supply at high  High  Available 
   price points
China  Protocol  No  Currently China is not an attractive market, as the unit import price is very low. The challenge is High  Aspirational 
   to create the interest in premium product. China is a premium importer of other fruits
Hong Kong  Open  Yes  Small opportunity at the premium end. Other wise low value market with low cost competitors Medium  Available 
   during season
Indonesia  Protocol  Yes  Negligible imports now, but growing  Medium  Available
Japan  Protocol  No  High volume, low price. Challenge is to create demand in the market for premium product. High  Aspirational 
   Japan is a heavy importer of avocado and premium importer of other fruits
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes  Morocco supplies at higher price points and Lebanon at lower price points High  Available
Malaysia  Open  Yes  Australia supplies at premium end. First quarter unit value in 2016 is $5.28  High  Available
Oman  Phytosanitary  No  Very low unit value and low share. Good growth. Might have potential in the future but not now  Low  Available
Qatar  Phytosanitary  Yes  Low value market with low volume. Kenya and Uganda supply at lower price points. Philippines Low  Available 
   supply at medium price points  
Russia  Protocol  Yes  Low value market, reasonable volume  Low  Aspirational
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes  All supplies at low price, except US which supplies at middle price points. High share, might Low  Available 
   have opportunities at premium end
Singapore  Open  Yes  US and Australia supply at high price, New Zealand – low or medium price and Kenya at low price High  Available
South Korea  Protocol  No  Not a heavy importer but growing market with reasonable price premium  High  Aspirational
Taiwan  Protocol  No  All supplies at high prices, low competition. Low share but good opportunity  High  Aspirational
Thailand  Protocol  No  Premium market, low volume but good opportunity. Low competition  High  Aspirational
UAE  Phytosanitary  Yes  All major supply at high price, except Mexico. Low share  High  Available
Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Imports and exports of avocados are both geographically concentrated. The top five exporters constitute 83% of the exports and  
the top five importers 70% of the imports by value.
•  US is the largest importer (46%) and Mexico the largest exporter (5%) of avocados.
•  The RCA index is less than one for both Australia (0.060) and WA (0.066) in the present trade scenario, however the industry is in the  
beginning stage of growth.
•  Mexico is the main competitor in high-volume, low-premium importing markets such as China and Japan, while New Zealand is the main competitor in 
low-volume, high-premium markets such as South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand.
Challenges
•  WA avocado industry has biennial bearing.
Strengths and opportunities
•  Australia is the highest unit value exporter among the top 20 exporters of avocado.
•  Average export price of WA avocados has increased from $5.8/kg to $6.9/kg from 2015 to 2016, while that for Australia has declined during the same 
period from $5.9/kg to $4.9/kg. Global average export price was $2.7/kg in 2015. Australia, especially WA, is supplying at premium markets or segments 
of the premium market.
•  WA has a share of 13% by quantity and 18% by value of Australian exports.
•  The level of competition in the markets is not very high compared to our traditional export industries. Moreover, WA has a seasonal and quality 
advantage.
•  46% of the total imports in the selected countries are during WA production and export season (October – March).
•  Good growth in value and quantity of imports globally, with only moderate competition, shows the extent of opportunities available in the global market.
•  Growth rate in unit value is positive among all analysed countries for the past five years, except for China. China has a high growth in import volume.
•  Japan is a heavy importer of avocados, importing 45% during the WA supply season. However, the import price is not very high and Mexico is almost the 
sole competitor during the WA supply season. WA does not have access to Japan but it is under negotiation. As Japan is a premium importer of other 
fruits, WA may be able to realise a premium with a premium product if we gain access to the Japanese market. WA has a tariff advantage under JAPEA.
•  Kuwait, South Korea and Singapore are high value importers with reasonable import volume. Thailand and Taiwan are high value importers with low 
volume.
•  The challenge for WA and Australia is whether we can create a premium segment in high-volume low-premium markets such as China and Japan.
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Grapes (table grapes only)
General details on trade
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian grapes  0.0019
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  2%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  2%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  3%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  5%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  Japan 
 (access for  
 only three  
 varieties)
Market with highest import value  China
Market with highest import price  Indonesia
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  Thailand
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Malaysia
Global import value  $11 billion
Global import quantity  4,256,388 tons
Major exporters  Chile, US, China,   
 Italy, Peru
Major importers  US, Germany, UK, 
 Netherlands, China
Share of top 5 exporters  57%
Share of top 5 importers  50%
Share of grapes in total fruit and  
nut exports  7.36%
WA’s export season  January to June
Share of Australia in global grapes exports  0.1%
Position of Australia in global grapes exports  11
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Australian grapes  1.114
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(576.71)
United States
(2,028.04) Bermuda
(1.54)
Bolivia
(1.55)
Argentina
(1.96)
Saudi Arabia
(90.23)
South Africa
(20.83)
Algeria
(2.48)
Equatorial Guinea
(0.54)
Mozambique
(0.58)
Sri Lanka
(16.17)
Bangladesh
(15.12)
Russia
(373.73)
Kyrgyzstan
(2.93)
New Zealand
(42.45)
New Caledonia
(1.33)
South Korea
(267.33)
Greenland
(0.74)
Faroe Islands
(0.75)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(1.03)
Ecuador
(26.15)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(4.17)
Estonia
(11.20)
French Polynesia
(1.88)
Papua New Guinea
(1.03)
0.51 2,028.04
Import value ($m)
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Canada
(3.18)
United States
(3.55) Bermuda
(5.41)
Bolivia
(0.45)
Argentina
(2.31)
Saudi Arabia
(1.70)
South Africa
(2.50)
Algeria
(1.73)
Equatorial Guinea
(3.49)
Mozambique
(1.46)
Sri Lanka
(3.21)
Bangladesh
(2.55)
Russia
(1.48)
Kyrgyzstan
(0.46)
New Zealand
(3.21)
New Caledonia
(5.21)
South Korea
(4.04)
Greenland
(5.47)
Faroe Islands
(4.37)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(2.75)
Ecuador
(1.44)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(0.55)
Estonia
(2.16)
French Polynesia
(4.92)
Papua New Guinea
(3.41)
Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Import value ($/kg)
0.45 6.95
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australian exports (2016)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4
0K 12K 4K 6K 8K 10K 12K 14K 16K 18K 20K 22K 24K 26K 28K 30K 32K 34
Bangladesh
China
Fiji
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea, South
Kuwait
Malaysia
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Philippines
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Indonesia
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/t)
WA export unit value (AU$/t)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
4.092
606
314
204
256
3.0
2.9
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.5
3.1
3.0
2.9
4.6
3.9
3.8
3.0
3.0
3.1
256
150
808
771
1,946
471
25
Australia export quantity (t)
Australia export unit value ($/kg)
WA export quantity (t)
WA export unit value ($/kg)
0K 2K 4K 6K 8K 10K 12K 14K 16K 18K 20K 22K 24K 26K 28K 30K 32K 34K
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4
29,936
13,010
17,388
9,404
3,182
4,270
4,446
6,215
7,026
4,278
3,740
3.4
WA exports (2016)
Data source: Global Trade Atlas
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
0  500  1000 0 2.0 4.0 0 100K 200K 300K 0 20 40 0 20 40
Bahrain
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Oman
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Value (AU$m) Quantity (t) Unit value (AU$/kg) CAGR qty 10yrs (%)
0 20 30 0 20
CAGR qty 5yrs (%) CAGR price 10yrs (%) CAGR price 5yrs (%)
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Global position — Importers
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Competition and tariff details
Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level		 Tariff	for	top	importers 
	 	 of	tariff	
Bahrain  South Africa, Australia, US, India, Egypt  0%  0%
China (details in comments)  Chile, Peru, US, Australia, South Africa  0-80%  Chile, Peru – 0%, US and South Africa – 13%
Hong Kong  Chile, Peru, US, Australia, South Africa  0%  0%
India  US, Peru, Australia, Chile, Mexico  0-30%  30%
Indonesia  US, Australia, China, Peru,Chile  0-5%  China – 0%, Others – 5%
Japan  US, Chile, Australia, Mexico, New Zealand  0-16.5%  US, New Zealand –12.4%, Chile – 5.3%,  
(details in comments)   Mexico – 3.9%
Kuwait  Egypt, Lebanon, India, South Africa, Australia  0%  0%
Malaysia  US, Australia, China, South Africa, Chile  0-5%  US, South Africa – 5%, Others – 0%
Myanmar  China, US, Australia, Singapore,Thailand  0-15%  China, US – 15%, Others – 0%
New Zealand  US, Australia, Chile,Peru, Mexico  0%  0%
Oman  UAE, Egypt, Chile, India, South Africa  0%  0%
Philippines  US, Australia, Chile, China, New Zealand  0-7%  China – 0%, Others – 7%
Qatar  South Africa, Egypt, Italy, India, Chile  0%  0%
Saudi Arabia  South Africa, India, Egypt, Chile, Italy  0%  0%
Singapore  US, Australia, South Africa, Peru, Egypt  0%  0%
South Korea  Chile, Peru, US, Australia  0-45%  Chile, Peru – 0%, US – 34%, Italy – 12% 
(details in comments)  
Sri Lanka  China, India, Australia, Italy, US  0–25%  India – 14%, Others – 25%
Taiwan  US, Chile, Peru, Japan, Australia  0–50%  20%
Thailand  China, Peru, US, Australia, India  0–43%  US – 43%, Others – 0%
UAE  South Africa, India, US, Australia, Italy  0%  0%
Vietnam  US, China, South Africa, Peru, Chile  0–15%  China – 0%, Others – 10%
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
0 10 20 30
0%
     5%
0%
                      30%
0%
            10%
0%
0%
      5%
0%
0%
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Importers  Suppliers during 1st qtr  Suppliers during 2nd qtr
Bahrain  South Africa (51%), India (25%), Australia (18%)  Australia (36%), India (26%), Chile (11%), South Africa (8%)
China  Peru (64%), Chile (11%), South Africa (10%), Australia (9%), US (5%)  Chile (81%), Australia (9%), Peru (8%)
Hong Kong  Peru (40%), Australia (39%), South Africa (14%)  Australia (68%), China (11%), Chile (9%), US(6%)
India  Peru (82%), US (9%)  Australia (47%), Chile (39%), Peru (14%)
Indonesia  Peru (48%), Australia (44%), South Africa (4%)  Australia (71%), Chile (18%), Peru (6%), China (5%)
Japan  Chile (86%), Australia (13%)  Chile (60%), Australia (30%), Mexico (10%)
Kuwait  South Africa (46%), India (37%), Australia (7%), Peru (4%)  Egypt (44%), Australia 920%), India (15%), Chile (11%)
Malaysia  South Africa (71%), Australia (14%), Peru (5%)  Australia (55%), Chile (32%), South Africa (9%)
Myanmar  China (48%), Australia (23%), Singapore (14%), South Africa (11%)  US (33%), China (29%), Australia (26%)
New Zealand  Australia (76%), Chile (21%), Peru (3%)  Australia (41%), Mexico (22%), Chile (21%), US (15%)
Oman  UAE (50%), India (25%), South Africa (18%)  Egypt (32%), Chile (24%), UAE (29%), South Africa (5%)
Philippines  Australia (61%), Chile (24%), US (14%)  Australia (51%), Chile (46%), US (2%)
Qatar  South Africa (43%) India (26%), Tunisia (9%), Australia (5%)  Chile (32%), Australia(17%), India (14%), South Africa (13%),  
  Egypt (10%)
Saudi Arabia  South Africa (51%), India (32%), Peru (8%), Lebanon (4%)  Chile (30%), Egypt (28%), India (22%), South Africa (12%),
Singapore  Australia (43%), South Africa (36%), Peru (17%), US (3%)  Australia (63%), Chile (9%),Egypt (9%),South Africa (8%), US (8%)
South Korea  Chile (80%), Peru (20%)  Chile (99%), Australia (1%)
Sri Lanka  India (49%), South Africa (43%), Australia (7%)  Australia (66%), India (21%), China (9%)
Taiwan  Peru (30%), Chile (27%), US (14%), India (13%), Australia (8%)  Chile (67%), Australia (11%), US (8%)
Thailand  Peru (71%), India (13%), Australia (12%), China (3%)  Peru (33%), Chile (31%), Australia (24%), China (9%)
UAE  South Africa (40%), India (37%), Australia (19%)  Australia (50%), India (18%), Chile (16%), Brazil (6%)
Vietnam  South Africa (61%), Peru (22%), Singapore 96%), Chile (5%)  Chile (49%), US (24%), China (11%), Singapore (10%)
Details on import season
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Importers  Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahrain  US (32%), South Africa (19%), Peru (16%), Turkey (10%), Lebanon (5%)
China  US 968%), Peru (29%)
Hong Kong  US (36%), China (32%), Peru (23%)
India  US (85%), Peru (13%)
Indonesia  US (70%), Peru (16%), China (14%)
Japan  US (100%)
Kuwait  Lebanon (44%), Italy (15%), Turkey (10%), US (7%), Peru (5%), South Africa (5%), Egypt (5%)
Malaysia  US (70%), China (17%), South Africa (7%)
Myanmar  China (97%)
New Zealand  US (79%), Peru (21%)
Oman  UAE (81%), Lebanon (12%)
Philippines  US (98%)
Qatar  Italy (24%), South Africa (15%), US (13%), Peru (11%), Turkey (9%), India (6%), Lebanon (5%), Brazil (4%)
Saudi Arabia  Italy (33%), US (17%), Turkey (12%), Peru (12%), Lebanon (11%)
Singapore  US (66%), South Africa (19%)
South Korea  Peru (52%), US (48%)
Sri Lanka  US (44%), India (20%), Italy (17%), China (13%)
Taiwan  US 978%), Peru (11%), Japan (10%)
Thailand  China (78%),Peru (13%), US (7.48%)
UAE  US (30%), South Africa (23%), Italy (20%), India (13%), Peru (7%), Brazil (7%)
Vietnam  China (86%), US (9%)
Details on import season (continued...)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahrain
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Oman
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Importers
Import value in 1st qtr (AU$m) Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 4th qtr (AU$m)
Import price 1st qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 2nd qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 4th qtr (AU$/kg)
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
357.2
175.8
28.1
16.4
10.5
15.5
18.0
99.9
12.0
41.0
36.1
15.3
2.6
2.4
3.1
8.4
0.2
3.2
5.6
1.8
3.3
2.1
3.6
2.7
3.2
4.1
2.9
1.6
1.2
2.9
2.8
1.3
1.6
1.5
1.2
3.2
4.3
2.6
3.3
2.9
1.9
2.8
312.5
119.6
31.9
52.7
25.5
20.0
10.8
17.4
13.1
18.9
18.9
10.5
2.3
3.3
5.8
0.1
6.4
6.0
2.4
2.8
9.3
2.3
3.3
2.8
3.2
3.9
3.0
2.2
2.7
3.1
2.8
2.0
1.6
1.8
1.6
3.3
3.6
2.6
2.9
2.0
2.3
3.4
128.0
116.3
60.1
63.9
23.2
21.5
12.0
15.9
10.1
17.0
32.0
34.1
77.2
29.6
2.9
8.3
5.9
8.3
5.0
2.4
3.8
2.0
3.7
3.5
3.6
4.6
4.5
1.9
3.0
3.9
3.5
1.9
1.9
1.5
0.9
4.2
4.1
3.4
3.3
1.3
2.7
3.4
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  No  Low share and unit value, opportunity for low value product  Medium  Available
China  Protocol  Yes  Tariff adv with CHAFTA, all supply btw $3–4/kg. Chile low end and Aust high-end  High  Available
Hong Kong  Open  Yes  Low avge price, oprty at premium end. Chile at low and Aus at high end. 1st,4th qtr major imprt season  High  Available
India  Protocol  Yes  Low share, good growth, medium competition. Supplies are at similar price. Main imprt 4th qtr  High  Available
Indonesia  Protocol  Yes  High share, growth and quality. Peru – high, Aus – med and Chile – low prices.4th qtr main  High  Available 
   import season. Tariff adv
Japan  Protocol  Yes  High share and value. Chile low, Aus med and Mexico high price. Aus tariff 3.9% Nov1 to Feb,  High  Available 
   10.8% from Mar1 to Oct 30. US only competitor in 4th qtr
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes  Low growth, low unit value,opportunities at premium segment  Medium  Available
Malaysia  Open  Yes  Medium share,low growth,improving quality, tariff advantage , may not suitable for premium product  Medium  Available
Myanmar  Phytosanitary  No  Low share, high-value, premium, China supplies at higher price points, Australia at medium end High  Available  
   and South Africa at low prices
New Zealand  Phytosanitary  Yes  Medium share, Australian supply at low prices, Mexico and Peru at high end  High  Available
Oman  Phytosanitary  No  Medium share, low unit value, no premium end in the market  Low  Available
Philippines  Phytosanitary  Yes  Medium share, low unit value, good growth, no premium end  Low  Available
Qatar  Phytosanitary  No  Low share, low unit value, good growth, no premium end  Low  Available
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes  High share, low unit value, no premium end  Low  Available
Singapore  Open  Yes  Peru supplies at lower price points, South Africa at higher price points, opportunities at premium end  High  Available
South Korea  Protocol  Yes  High share, quality and competition; Peru, Chile at high price. 45% tariff if imported from May 1 to Nov 30  High  Available
Sri Lanka  Protocol  Yes  Medium share, growing quality, tariff advantage, opportunities in second quarter where prices are high  High  Available
Taiwan  Protocol  Yes  Good share, medium unit value  High  Available
Thailand  Protocol  Yes  Peru supplies at high price points, still have good share.  Medium  Available
UAE  Phytosanitary  Yes  High share, opportunities at premium segment in the second quarter  Medium  Available
Vietnam  Protocol  Yes  Declining quality, China and US supply at higher price points, opportunities at premium end especially in 2nd qtr.  High  Available 
   Main import season is 3rd and 4th qtr. Highest unit value during 3rd quarter
Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Grape is the highest value imported fruit among the analysed fruits
•  In general, quality of the imported product is improving in all countries analysed except in Thailand
•  RCA index is more than 1 for Australia, but less than 1 for WA. However, the industry is in the beginning stage of its exports.
•  Neither exports nor imports are heavily concentrated, with top five exporters and importers are having a share of 57% and 50% 
respectively.
•  On the global front, Australia supplies around a middle to high price range.
•  US is the largest importer and Chile, the largest exporter of grapes.
Challenges
•  The market is highly competitive, with competition mainly from Chile, South Africa and Peru. High level of competition in all analysed 
markets.
•  Cold treatment is required in most of the high potential countries
•  The three main competitors are all major global exporters, with a combined share of 33.6%. Chile ranks first with a share of 17.4%, 
Peru ranks fifth with a share of 8.9% and South Africa ranks sixth with a share of 7.3% of the exports.
•  Tariff is 45% if imported from 1 May to 30 November in South Korea.
Opportunities
•  WA has a counter-seasonal advantage in supply.
•  There is more potential in South East Asian countries, China, South Korea and Japan rather than the Middle East. South Korea and 
China are high-volume, premium importers with good growth trends and importing more than 80% during the WA export season.
•  China is the fifth largest importer of table grapes in the world.
•  Recent trade agreement with China, Japan and South Korea will work well for grapes as it has high opportunity in all of these markets. 
WA will get a tariff advantage once the full benefits from trade agreements are realised. Tariff will be 0% in South Korea from January 
2018 if imported from 1 December to 30 April. Tariff to China will be 0% from January 2019. Tariff to Japan is 3.9% if imported from 1 
November to last day of February, which will be zero from April 2021. Tariff to Japan is 10.8% if imported from 1 March to 31 October. 
This will be zero from April 2024.
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•  Market access issues are comparatively less, with WA having access to all high opportunity markets.
•  The unit value of imports has grown by 5% during the past five years. All of the analysed countries had positive growth during the 
past five years.
•  Low volume importers with premium product (such as Bahamas, Brunei and Myanmar) could provide an opportunity for small-scale 
producers.
•  Opportunities exist in the premium segment of the high-volume importers.
•  Indonesia — WA’s current export market — is a high unit value importer.
Comments (continued...)
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Melons (excluding watermelons)
General details on trade
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian melons  0.332
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  1%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  2%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  0.03%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  5%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  Vietnam
Market with highest import value  Belgium
Market with highest import price  Seychelles
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  Thailand
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Vietnam
Global import value  $2 billion
Global import quantity 2,079,306 tons
Major exporters  Spain, Brazil,   
 Guatemala,    
 Netherlands, China
Major importers  US, France, UK, 
 Netherlands, Germany
Share of top 5 exporters  58%
Share of top 5 importers  61%
Share of melons in total fruit and  1.46% 
nut imports
WA’s export season  January to March
WA’s supply season  Peak January to   
 March, can supply 
 throughout the year
Share of Australia in global melon exports  1.1%
Position of Australia in global melon exports  13
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 0.335 
Index for Australian melons
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(138.4)
United States
(494.4) Bermuda
(0.5)
Argentina
(1.0)
Saudi Arabia
(7.7)
South Africa
(1.4)
Seychelles
(0.7)
Russia
(7.6)
New Zealand
(6.0)
South Korea
(2.1)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(0.6)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(0.6)
Iceland
(1.4)
Sweden
(34.9)
Lithuania
(6.0)
Hong Kong
(15.9)
Singapore
(22.4)
Import value ($m)
0.5 494.4
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Canada
(0.9)
United States
(0.8) Bermuda
(1.8)
Argentina
(1.4)
Saudi Arabia
(1.0)
South Africa
(0.6)
Seychelles
(8.4)
Russia
(1.1)
New Zealand
(2.0)
South Korea
(1.5)
Antigua and 
Barbuda
(2.7)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(0.6)
Iceland
(1.6)
Sweden
(1.2)
Lithuania
(1.1)
Hong Kong
(1.7)
Singapore
(22.4)
Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Import value ($/kg)
0.1 8.4
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australian exports (2016)
Bahrain
Brunei
Hong Kong
Kuwait
Others
Singapore
UAE
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/kg)
WA export unit value (AU$/kg)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
2.8
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500
1,365
2,951
5,508
3,496
129
104
164
125
121
114
72
70
92
1.4
2.5
1.7
2.2
2.0
1.6
1.8
2.4
1.8
2.0
1.6
1.6
2.1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500
1,109
387
949
36
11
31
4
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.2
1.7
1.4
2.0
Bahrain
Brunei
Hong Kong
Kuwait
Malaysia
New Zealand
New Caledonia
Others
Papua New Guinea
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
UAE
Australia export quantity (t)
Australia export unit value ($/kg)
WA export quantity (t)
WA export unit value ($/kg)
WA exports (2016)
Data source: Global Trade Atlas
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Belgium
Brunei
Hong Kong
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
New Zealand
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Seychelles
Singapore
South Korea
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Value (AU$m) Quantity (t) Unit value (AU$/kg) CAGR qty 10yrs (%) CAGR qty 5yrs (%) CAGR price 10yrs (%) CAGR price 5yrs (%)
0 50 1 00 0 20K 40K 60K 0 .0 5 .0 1 0 .0 -5 0 .0 5 0 .0 -5 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 .0 0 1 0 0 .0
67.43
63.88
14.90
51.92
30.62
11.80
22.39
60.77
12.69
24.27
45.84
2.38
6.03
1.88
4.84
4.02
5.99
4.94
7.66
0.74
2.06
2.86
41,635
29,834
35,770
23,767
20,056
29,833
21,549
26,484
5,895
1,513
9,928
8,360
4,215
2,991
4,447
7,697
3,129
2,130
645
826
88
14
3.7
1.0
1.7
1.2
2.2
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.4
1.1
4.9
2.0
1.1
1.0
8.4
1.1
0.7
2.0
1.3
0.9
1.1
1.6 -15.5
19.1
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39.1
52.0
-6.5
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Global position — Importers
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Competition and tariff details
Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level		 Tariff	for	top	importers 
	 	 of	tariff	
Bahamas  US  0%  0%
Bahrain  Yemen, Oman,Iran, Jordan, Australia  0%  0%
Belgium  France, Spain, Netherlands, Germany, Senegal  0%-8.8%  0%
Brunei  Malaysia, Australia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Anguilla  0%  0%
Hong Kong  Japan, Honduras, US, Australia, China  0%  0%
Ireland  Brazil, Germany, Spain, Costa Rica, Netherlands  0-8.8%  Brazil – 8.8%, Others – 0%
Italy  France, Netherlands, Brazil, Spain, Costa Rica  0-8.8%  Brazil – 8.8%, Others – 0%
Japan  Mexico, US, South Korea, New Zealand, China  0-10%  Mexico – 0%, Others – 6%
Kuwait  Egypt, Jordan, US, Iran, Australia  0%  0%
Malaysia  China, Australia, Singapore, Japan, South Korea  0-25%  China – 24.9%, Singapore – 5%, South Korea – 13%,  
   Japan – 0%
Maldives  Thailand, UAE, India, China, Sri Lanka  15%  15%
New Zealand  Australia  0%  0%
Qatar  Jordan, Sudan, Oman, India, Iran  0%  0%
Saudi Arabia  Yemen, Egypt, Iran, Jordan, India  0%  0%
Seychelles  South Africa, Australia, UAE, Egypt, US  0-15%  Egypt – 0%, Others – 15%
Singapore  Australia, China,Malaysia,Japan, Indonesia  0%  0%
South Korea  US, Mexico  0-45%  US – 30%, Mexico – 45%
Switzerland  Spain, France, Italy, Morocco, Brazil  0%  0%
Taiwan  US, South Korea, Japan, China, Hong Kong  0-50%  25%
Thailand  China, Japan  0-134%  0%
UAE  Saudi Arabia, Australia, Oman, Jordan, India  0%  0%
Vietnam  China,US, South Korea, France, Singapore  0-45%  France and US  – 30%, Others – 0%
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
0 10 20 30
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Importers  Suppliers during 1st qtr  Suppliers during 2nd qtr
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  Australia (29%), Oman (25%), India (19%)  Oman (39%), Jordan (33%), India (6%), Australia (5%)
Belgium  Netherlands (45%), France(38%), Spain (9%) France (53%), Spain (21%), Netherlands (15%), Germany (5%)
Brunei  Malaysia (59%), Australia( 31%)  Malaysia (56%), Australia (34%), Hong Kong (5%)
Hong Kong  China (78%), Australia (8%), Mexico (6%), Honduras (5%)  China (8%), Mexico (6%), Japan (5%)
Ireland  Netherlands (33%), Brazil (21%), Honduras (12%),  Netherlands (28%), Spain (25%), Germany (18%),     
 Costa Rica (11%), Germany (11%), UK (8%)  Costa Rica (13%), UK (10%) 
Italy  Brazil (27%), Netherlands (23%), Costa Rica (23%),  France (50%), Spain (15%), Netherlands (13%), Costa Rica (10%) 
 France (10%), Spain (7%) 
Japan  Mexico (99%)  Mexico (95%), South Korea (5%)
Kuwait  US (25%), Egypt (19%), Yemen (14%), Australia (13%),  Egypt (38%), Jordan (33%), US (13%), Oman (7%) 
 Sudan (12%), India (7%), Saudi Arabia (5%) 
Malaysia  Australia (41%), Singapore (40%), China (13%)  China(83%), Australia (11%), Japan (3%)
Maldives  Thailand (34%), India (34%), UAE (31%)  Thailand (71%), Sri Lanka (29%)
New Zealand Australia is the sole supplier  Australia (100%)
Qatar  Sudan (63%), India (16%), Oman (13%) Jordan (51%),  Oman (24%), India (17%)
Saudi Arabia  Yemen (32%), Sudan (31%), Costa Rica (15%), Australia (8%),  Egypt (26%), Iran (225), China (10%), Jordan (9%), Australia (7%) 
 India (5%), US (5%) 
Singapore  Australia (60%), Malaysia (25%), China (4%), Japan (4%), Honduras (4%)  Australia (35%), Malaysia (25%), China (19%), Honduras(8%)
Switzerland  Brazil (22%), Honduras (21%), Morocco (20%), South Africa (11%),  Spain (46%), France (19%), Morocco (15%), Italy (11%) 
 Costa Rica (9%), Senegal (7%) 
Taiwan  South Korea (77%), Japan (21%)  Japan (21%), South Korea (28%)
Thailand  China (88%), Japan 12%)  China (94%), Japan (5%)
UAE  Australia (56%), India (19%), Oman (17%), Honduras (5%)  Jordan (39%), Oman (25%), Australia (18%), India (5%), Turkey (5%)
Vietnam  China (100%)  China (100%)
Details on import season
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Importers  Suppliers during 3rd qtr  Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  Iran (47%), Jordan (28%), US (7%), Australia (7%)  Yemen (55%),Oman (18%), Iran (14%), India (6%)
Belgium  France (55%), Spain (29%), Netherlands (9%), Germany (7%)  Netherlands (52%), France (26%), Spain (15%), Germany (5%)
Brunei  Malaysia (54%), Hong Kong (22%), Australia (17%)  Malaysia (69%), Australia (19%), Hong Kong (9%)
Hong Kong  China (86%), US (5%), Japan (5%)  China (80%), Mexico (6%), Japan (5%)
Ireland  Germany (28%), Spain (21%), Brazil (19%), UK (16%), Netherlands (16%)  Brazil (45%), Germany (31%), Netherlands (16%)
Italy  France (43%), Spain (34%), Germany (14%)  Brazil (46%), Netherlands (27%), France (18%), Spain (8%)
Japan  US (89%), South Korea (7%), Mexico (4%)  Mexico (66%), US (30%), South Korea (4%)
Kuwait  Egypt (55%), Jordan (22%), US (13%), Iran (8%)  US (33%), Egypt (21%), Australia (12%), Iran (10%), Yemen (8%)
Malaysia  China (93%), Australia 92%)  China (80%), Australia (12%), Singapore (4%)
Maldives  China (37%), UAE 927%), Singapore (8%), Sri Lanka (6%)  UAE (47%), Thailand (20%), India (9%), Australia (9%), Singapore (6%)
New Zealand  Australia (100%)  Australia (100%)
Qatar  Jordan (61%), Iran (18%), Egypt (9%)  India (37%), Oman (36%), Iran (10%), Jordan (9%)
Saudi Arabia  Egypt (52%), Syria (17%), US (15%), Jordan (13%)  Yemen (86%), US (13%)
Singapore  China (48%), Australia (18%), Malaysia (15%)  Australia (41%), Malaysia (25%),China (18%), Japan (5%)
Switzerland  France (44%), Spain (32%), Italy (17%)  Brazil (60%), South Africa (11%), Italy (6%), Senegal (5%)
Taiwan  US (46%), South Korea (46%), Japan (8%)  US (71%), South Korea (21%), Japan (8%)
Thailand  China (100%)  China (99%)
UAE  Australia (27%), Jordan (19%), Turkey (16%), Spain (9%), India (5%), US (5%)  Brazil (31%), Oman (30%), Australia (20%), India (14%)
Vietnam  China (100%)  China (100%)
Details on import season (continued...)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Belgium
Brunei
Hong Kong
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
New Zealand
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Importers
Import value in 1st qtr (AU$m) Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 3rd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 4th qtr (AU$m)
Import price 1st qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 2nd qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 3rd qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 4th qtr (AU$/kg)
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 0 10 20 30 40 0 5 10 15 20 25
12.45
0.57
0.97
9
0.40
7.28
3.09
8.86
1.73
0.14
1.00
0.17
1.76
1.33
4.56
3.77
0.14
0.18
7.47
1.68
2.0
1.3
2 .6.39
1.3
1.7
1.4
1.3
1.2
2.0
1.5
4.5
1.9
2.3
0.8
1.1
2.6
1.7
1.1
2.3
25.03
24.78
10.11
28.74
0.58
1.10
0.50
9.79
2.99
3.62
0.89
0.92
1.48
1.14
0.95
5.08
0.09
0.69
5.03
4.40
1.3
0.8
1.9
1.4
2.0
1.6
1.7
1.1
1.0
1.4
4.4
2.0
0.8
0.9
1.1
2.4
4.8
0.9
1.1
1.9
31.51
25.19
25.70
32.85
0.67
1.51
0.50
3.46
3.20
6.07
4.63
2.98
1.02
1.75
0.89
1.12
7.89
1.69
9.66
5.88
1.5
0.7
1.5
1.1
2.2
1.5
1.0
1.5
1.7
1.0
5.7
2.0
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.7
1.3
1.0
1.1
1.7
0.59
22.71
10.35
0.57
2.53
7. 81
0.50
5.50
5.62
1.86
0.81
1.09
2.54
1.11
4.97
2.83
1.04
2.59
5. 88
6.91
2.1
1.8
1 .7
1.2
2.5
1.5
1.2
1.6
1.7
1.4
5.2
2.0
1.1
0.4
1.2
2.6
1.2
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahamas  Not known  No Low share, high unit value, recent decline in quality, distance disadvantage  Low  Not known
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  Yes Oman and India are low cost suppliers, but Australia supplies at premium end  High  Available
Belgium  Not known  No France supply at high end ($3.4/kg) and Netherlands at low end. Distance disadvantage  Medium  Not known
Brunei  Phytosanitary  Yes Malaysia supplies at a lower price point, Australia supplies at the high end of the market  High  Available
Hong Kong  Open  Yes Japan ($20/kg) and China ($2.4/kg) supply at premium end. Mexican quality improving  High  Available
Ireland  Not known  No German supply at high price $2.3/kg. Cheap suppliers in the market. Opportunities for small volume at high end  Medium  Not known
Italy  Not known  No France and Germany supply at premium price points. Distance disadvantage  Medium  Not known
Japan  Protocol  Yes Mexico supplies at lower price. Opportunities at high end. Tariff will be 0 by 2019 under JAPEA  High  Available
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes US competes for the same price segment of Australia. Egypt, Oman and India are cheap suppliers  High  Available
Malaysia  Open  Yes Low volume and low unit value importer, Japan and Singapore supply at high price points  Medium  Available
Maldives  Not known No Low share, good unit value, premium market. UAE supplies at the top end  High  Available
New Zealand Protocol  Yes Not a high value market  Medium  Available
Qatar  Phytosanitary  Yes Low value market.  Medium  Available
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes Yemen at low, Costa Rica at medium and US & Aus at high prices. Opportunities for small volume at high end  High  Available
Seychelles  Not known  No Has to explore why import is during out of WA period. Premium market  Low  Not known
Singapore  Open  Yes Malaysia supplies clearly at a lower price point, small supply from China at high price points  High  Available
South Korea  Closed  No Negligible imports at WA export period. Main import in 3rd qtr and US the only supplier. Not a high value market  Low  Aspirational
Switzerland  Not known  Yes Opportunity for small amount of premium at WA season. Morocco & South Africa at high price points  Low  Not known
Taiwan  Closed  No Low share and low unit value, issues with available data. Japan supplies at high end  Low  Aspirational
Thailand  Protocol  No High volume, low premium market. High growth in quantity from 2014 onwards  Medium  Not known
UAE  Phytosanitary  Yes India and Oman are low cost suppliers, Australia supplies at the premium end  High  Available
Vietnam  Closed  No China supplies almost throughout the year at high price points.  High  Aspirational
Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Australia and Western Australia each have an RCA index of less than one, but the industry is in the beginning stage of exporting.
•  The global average price of melons export is $0.93/kg, while it was $1.66/kg for Australia and $1.54 for Western Australia in 2015.
•  Only 16% of the imports are during the WA export season in the selected countries. However, globally around 25% of the imports 
are during the WA supply season.
•  There is high competition in the market place from low cost suppliers.
•  US is the main re-exporter of melons.
•  There are large number of competitors in the market, making it hard to identify a single major competitor. Netherlands, France, 
Brazil and so on are the major competitors in European market, while India, China, Malaysia, Oman and Sudan compete in South 
Asian and Middle Eastern markets.
•  US is the largest importer and Spain the largest exporter of melons (in value terms).
Challenges
•  On average, China supplies at higher price points than Australia.
•  Global growth rate of import quantity is almost zero.
•  There are a lot of low price competitors in the market place.
•  Only around 16% of the imports are during WA’s current export period.
•  WA do not have access to Vietnam, which is a heavy importer of melons.
Opportunities
•  Australia is not supplying at the premium end of the markets. There could be opportunities to supply a premium product at the 
premium end of the market.
•  Global unit value of imports has an average annual growth rate of 5%. Selected countries had an average growth rate of 11% in 
unit value during the past five years.
•  There is an opportunity to supply to Vietnam market during 3rd quarter, which is a premium market with low competition. China is 
the only competitor in Vietnam.
• The Japanese market had been open for WA melon exports from 2016, which could be an opportunity for WA as Japan is a  
high-value importer and Mexico is the sole competitor during WA supply period.
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Oranges
General details on trade
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian oranges  0.0813
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  3%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  2%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  1%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  3%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  None
Market with highest import value  Russia
Market with highest import price  South Korea
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  India
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Philippines
Global import value  $6.5 billion
Global import quantity 6,856,189 tons
Major exporters  Spain, South Africa, US,  
  Egypt, Netherlands
Major importers  France, Germany,   
 Netherlands, Russia,   
 Hong Kong
Share of top 5 exporters  70%
Share of top 5 importers  34%
Share of oranges in total fruit and  4.3% 
nut imports
WA’s export season  July to December
WA’s supply season  May to December
Share of Australia in global orange exports  3.2%
Position of Australia in global orange exports  7
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 1.157 
Index for Australian oranges
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(238.0)
United States
(222.8) Bermuda
(0.6)
Oman
(27.4)
South Africa
(3.6)
Lybia
(2.4)
Equatorial Guinea
(0.5)
Mozambique
(0.7)
Sri Lanka
(6.5)
Nepal
(7.6)
Russia
(420.3)
Kyrgyzstan
(0.8)
New Zealand
(14.8)
Fiji
(1.0)
Samoa
(0.5)
Taipei
(12.7)
Greenland
(0.7)
Netherlands 
Antilles
(0.9)
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
(10.6)
French Polynesia
(2.1)
Papua New Guinea
(2.1)
Australia
(31.7)
Iceland
(2.7)
Lithuania
(33.3)
Sweden
(90.4)
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Global import price (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australian exports (2016)
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/kg)
WA export unit value (AU$/kg)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
Bahrain
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Global position — Importers
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Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level		 Tariff	for	top	importers 
	 	 of	tariff	
Bahrain  South Africa, Egypt,Australia, Lebanon, Spain  0%  0%
China  South Africa, US, Australia, Egypt, Spain  0-100%  11%
Hong Kong  US, South Africa, Australia, China, Egypt  0% 0%
India  Egypt, South Africa, Australia, US, Turkey  0-30%  30%
Indonesia  US, Egypt, Australia, China, South Africa  0-5%  China – 0%, Others – 5%
Japan  US, Australia, South Africa, Mexico, New Zealand 0-24%  24%
Kuwait  South Africa, Egypt, Lebanon, Spain, France 0% 0%
Malaysia  South Africa, US, Egypt, Australia, China  0-2.5%  China – 0%, Others – 2.5%
New Zealand  US, Australia 0% 0%
Oman  UAE, Egypt, South Africa, Spain, Lebanon  0% 0%
Philippines  Australia, US, China, Argentina, Pakistan  0-10%  Pakistan – 5%, Others – 10%
Qatar  South Africa, Egypt, Lebanon, Spain, Australia 0%  0%
Russia  Egypt, South Africa, Turkey, Morocco, China  0-5%  3.80%
Saudi Arabia  Egypt, South Africa, Spain, Lebanon,Turkey  0%  0%
Singapore  US, Australia, South Africa, Egypt, China  0%  0%
South Korea  US, South Africa, Spain, Chile, Australia  0-50%  Spain – 20%, Others – 50%
Taiwan  US, South Africa, Australia, Japan  0-40%  25%
Thailand  China, Australia, Myanmar, US, South Africa  0-97.8%  US and South Africa – 97.8%, Others – 0%
UAE  South Africa, Egypt, Spain, Australia, USA  0%  0%
Vietnam  South Africa, China, US, Egypt, Australia  0-30%  China – 0%, Others – 20%
Competition and tariff details
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
0 10 20 30 40 50
0%
       7.3%
0%
                            30.0%
0%
                     22.6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
     5.0%
0%
0%
                               50.0%
                       25.0%
0%
0%
   3.0%
Tariff advantage with 
FTA, will be 6.1% in 2018
Tariff advantage
Tariff advantage with FTA. 
See details in comments
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Importers  Suppliers during 3rd qtr  Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahrain  South Africa (87%), Lebanon (6%)  South Africa (62%), Australia (21%)
China  South Africa (63%), Australia (35%)  South Africa (50%), Australia (35%), US (10%)
Hong Kong  South Africa (53%), Australia (38%), US (6%)  US (38%), Australia (37%), China (7%), South Africa (7%)
India  South Africa (75%), Australia (15%), Egypt (9%)  South Africa (92%)
Indonesia  Australia (58%), South Africa (42%) Australia (37%),  China (36%), South Africa (21%)
Japan  Australia (77%), South Africa (14%), US (8%)  Australia (87%), US (11%)
Kuwait  South Africa (65%), Lebanon (27%), Egypt (5%)  South Africa (71%), Lebanon (17%), Egypt (9%)
Malaysia  South Africa (71%), Australia (22%), US (6%)  South Africa (39%), Australia (32%), China (14%), US (8%)
New Zealand  Australia (98%)  US (82%), Australia (18%)
Oman  UAE (54%), South Africa (38%), Egypt (6%)  UAE (77%), Egypt (19%)
Philippines  Australia (62%), Argentina (27%), China (9%)  China (51%), Australia (23%), Argentina (12%)
Qatar  South Africa (87%), Egypt and Lebanon (4%)  South Africa (69%), Australia (9%), Egypt (8%)
Russia  South Africa (95%)  Turkey (46%), South Africa (30%), Egypt (17%)
Saudi Arabia  South Africa (93%), Egypt (5%)  South Africa (54%), Egypt (40%)
Singapore  South Africa (49%), Australia (37%), US (13%)  Australia (41%), South Africa (22%), China (17%), US (14%)
South Korea  South Africa (32%), US (30%), Australia (21%), Chile (18%) US(52%), South Africa (40%), Chile (7%)
Taiwan  US (45%), South Africa (43%), Australia (12%)  South Africa (63%), US (29%), Australia (7%)
Thailand  Australia (64%), China (35%)  China (66%), Australia (18%), Myanmar (15%)
UAE  South Africa (90%), Australia (8%)  South Africa (64%), Spain (14%), Australia (14%), Turkey (5%)
Vietnam  China (46%), South Africa (43%), Australia (10%)  China (89%), US (7%)
Import during  
WA	export	season	(%)
0 50 100
Details on import season
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Importers  Suppliers during 1st qtr  Suppliers during 2nd qtr
Bahrain  Egypt (90%), Lebanon (5%)  Egypt (70%), Spain (15%), South Africa (9%)
China  US (64%), Egypt (27%)  US (55%), Egypt (32%)
Hong Kong  US (81%), China (14%)  US (66%), China (19%), South Africa (8%)
India  Egypt (100%)  Egypt (100%)
Indonesia  Egypt (43%), US (30%), China (22%)  US (61%), Egypt (22%), Australia (9%)
Japan  US (98%)  US (96%)
Kuwait  Egypt (92%)  Egypt (73%), Lebanon (15%), South Africa (8%)
Malaysia  Egypt (61%), US (28%)  US (47%), Egypt (30%), South Africa (13%)
New Zealand  US (100%)  US (63%), Australia (37%)
Oman  Egypt (71%), US (26%)  Egypt (64%), UAE (20%)
Philippines  Pakistan (44%), US (29%), China (19%)  US (64%), China (17%), Australia (12%)
Qatar  Egypt (91%), Lebanon (5%)  Egypt (71%), South Africa (13%),Spain (9%)
Russia  Egypt (66%), Turkey (27%), Morocco (6%)  Egypt (79%), Morocco (12%), South Africa (7%)
Saudi Arabia  Egypt (9&%)  Egypt (62%), Spain (26%), South Africa (9%)
Singapore  US (48%), Egypt (34%)  US (68%), Egypt (12%), South Africa (10%), Australia (7%)
South Korea  US (99%)  US (99%)
Taiwan  US (91%), South Africa (6%)  US (100%)
Thailand  China (65%), Myanmar (28%), US(8%)  China (66%), US (30%), Australia (4%)
UAE  Spain (81%), US (6%)  South Africa (75%), Spain (16%)
Vietnam  China (91%), US (9%)  China (75%), Thailand (15%), Egypt (7%)
Details on import season (continued...)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahrain
China
Hong Kong
India
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Kuwait
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New Zealand
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Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
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Vietnam
Importers
Import value in 3rd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 4th qtr (AU$m)
Unit price in 3rd qtr (AU$/kg) Unit price in 4th qtr (AU$/kg)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahrain
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
New Zealand
Oman
Philippines
Qatar
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam
Import value 1st qtr (AU$m) Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m)
Unit price in 1st qtr ($/kg)  Unit price in 2nd qtr ($/kg)
Importers 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  Yes  Moderate growth, high competition  Medium  Available
China  Protocol  Yes  High quality,value and growth, high competition, tariff advantage, South Africa at lower price points.  High  Available 
   Australia supplies at premium end  
Hong Kong  Open  Yes  High share and competition, medium growth, China supplies at premium end, low unit value  High  Available
India  Protocol  Yes  Good growth in unit value and high competition, low unit value. South Africa supplies at premium end  Medium  Available
Indonesia  Protocol  Yes  High unit value, Indonesia allows imports only during certain times of the year  High  Available
Japan  Protocol  Yes  High unit value,share and competition, low growth. Premium market. Given tariff for Australia is if exported  High  Available 
   from 1June to 30th September
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes  Moderate share and growth, low unit value,high competition. South Africa is the main supplier  Medium  Available
Malaysia  Open  Yes  Low cost competitors,Improving quality, low unit value. Australia and US supply at premium end  High  Available
New Zealand Phytosanitary  Yes  Improving quality, no low cost competitors. Opportunities in 4th qtr. US supplies at premium end  High  Available
Oman  Phytosanitary  Yes  Low share, growth, low unit value, UAE supplies at high end, low unit value in general  Low  Available
Philippines  Protocol  Yes  China, Argentina supply at lower end. Opportunities in the 3rd qtr  High  Available
Qatar  Phytosanitary  Yes  Low share and unit value. Lot of low price competitors in the market  Low  Available
Russia  Phytosanitary  Yes  High share, low growth, tariff disadvantage  Low  Aspirational
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes  High share, low and declining unit value, low growth  Low  Available
Singapore  Open  Yes  US supply at higher price points, South Africa lower and Australia at medium price points  High  Available
South Korea  Protocol  Yes  High unit value, good share, high competition, tariff advantage, US supply at same price points  High  Available
Taiwan  Protocol  Yes  Low share and unit value, improving quality. Australian supply at premium end  Medium  Available
Thailand  Protocol  Yes  Good tariff advantage, high unit value, low share, good growth. Myanmar supplies at low price points  High  Available
UAE  Phytosanitary  Yes  High share and growth, low unit value  Medium  Available
Vietnam  Protocol  Yes  Low share, improving quality, China supplied at higher price point in 4th qtr  High  Available
 Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Of the 20 countries analysed, 11 have high potential, five have medium and four have low potential.
•  Comparatively low or medium potential in Middle Eastern countries
•  The RCA index is above 1 for Australia, which means Australia has a comparative advantage in the export of oranges. It is only 0.08 for 
Western Australia, however WA industry is only in the beginning stage of its exports.
•  Exports are concentrated while imports are not, with the top ten exporters and importers having shares of 70% and 34% respectively.
•  Selected countries have 37% of their total imports during WA export season.
•  Global growth in import quantity was less during past five years compared to past ten years. However, growth in unit value was higher during 
past five years compared to the past ten years. There is improvement in quality, however quantity of import is relatively stagnant.
•  France is the biggest importer and Spain is the biggest exporter of oranges.
Challenges
•  India, Kuwait, Oman, Russia and Saudi Arabia have declining unit value.
•  South Africa is the main competitor in both 3rd and 4th quarter, Egypt and China competes in the 4th quarter.
•  South Africa is the second biggest exporter of oranges in global trade.
•  All Middle Eastern countries are, on average, low unit value importers.
•  Australia’s current exports are at the lower medium end of the price spectrum.
Opportunities
•  Australia is a major exporter in the global front with a share of 3.2% ranking us seventh.
•  Japan, South Korea and China are premium importers of high volume, and Australia will have a tariff advantage in these markets based  on 
our trade agreements.
•  Australia has a low import share during 3rd quarter in South Korea. South Africa and US each have over 30% share. Competitors have a tariff 
of 50% while Australia has tariff advantage. For up to 20 metric tonnes, the tariff will be 0%. For quantities exceeding this quota, tariff will be 
50% if imported between October 1 and March 31 and 15% if imported between April 1 and September 30. Only 10.2% tariff in Japanese 
market if imported between 1 June to 30 September. No tariff advantage from JAPEA if imported between 1 October to 31st May.
•  China is a big importer during WA supply period, with high unit value.
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Plums
General details on trade
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian plums  0.336
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  2%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  3%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  2%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  4%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  China
Market with highest import value  China
Market with highest import price  Bahamas,  
 Brunei
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  Oman
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Malaysia
Global import value  $1.14 billion
Global import quantity 646,360 tons
Major exporters  Chile, Spain, South   
 Africa, China, US
Major importers  China, UK, US, Germany,
 Hong Kong
Share of top 5 exporters  63%
Share of top 5 importers  41%
Share of plums in total fruit and  0.76% 
nut imports
WA’s export season  January to March
WA’s supply season  November to March
Share of Australia in global plum exports  1.1%
Position of Australia in global plum exports  12
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 0.343 
Index for Australian plums
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(49.4)
United States
(79.4)
UAE
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Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(2.8)
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UAE
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australian exports (2016)
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/kg)
WA export unit value (AU$/kg)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Brunei
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Kuwait
Malaysia
Oman
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
UAE
Vietnam
Value (AU$m) Quantity (t) Unit value (AU$/kg) CAGR qty 10yrs (%) CAGR qty 5yrs (%) CAGR price 10yrs (%) CAGR price 5yrs (%)
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Global position — Importers
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Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level		 Tariff	for	top	importers 
	 	 of	tariff	
Bahamas  US  0%  0%
Bahrain  South Africa, Spain, US, Turkey, Chile  0%  0%
Brunei  US, Australia, UAE, Singapore, Anguilla  0%  0%
China  Chile,US, New Zealand,South Africa, Turkey  0-70%  Chile and New Zealand – 0%, Others – 10%
Hong Kong  Chile, US, Australia, South Africa, Spain 0%  0%
India  Spain, South Africa, Italy, Chile, China  0-25%  25%
Indonesia  Australia, US, South Africa, China  0-5%  China – 0%, Others – 5%
Kuwait  Lebanon, Egypt, South Africa, Australia, Spain  0%  0%
Malaysia  South Africa, Spain, US, Chile, Australia  0-2.5%  Chile-0%, Others – 2.5%
Oman  UAE, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Lebanon  0%  0%
Philippines  US, Australia  0-7%  China – 5%, Others – 7%
Qatar  South Africa, Spain, Italy, Saudi Arabia,Tunisia  0%  0%
Saudi Arabia  South Africa, Spain, Turkey, Lebanon, Syria  0%  0%
Singapore  US, Australia, South Africa, Spain, Thailand  0%  0%
Taiwan  US, Chile  0-32.5%  20%
UAE  South Africa, Spain, Italy, Chile, Portugal  0%  0%
Vietnam  China, US, Singapore  0-30%  China and Singapore – 0%, Others – 20%
Competition and tariff details
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
0 10 20 30
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
     4.0%
0.0%
               25.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
                      20.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Importers  Suppliers during WA supply season
Bahamas  US (100%)
Bahrain  South Africa (87%), Australia (10%)
Brunei  Australia (84%), South Africa (9%)
China  Chile (91%), US (8%)
Hong Kong  Australia (65%), Chile (19%), South Africa (16%)
India  South Africa (99%)
Indonesia  Australia (55%), South Africa (45%)
Kuwait  South Africa (67%), Australia (31%)
Malaysia  South Africa (81%), Australia (14%)
Oman  UAE (50%), South Africa (50%)
Philippines  Australia (100%)
Qatar  South Africa (87%), Australia (8%)
Saudi Arabia  South Africa (91%), Argentina (4%)
Singapore  Australia (60%), South Africa (35%)
Taiwan  Chile (87%), US (13%)
UAE  South Africa (90%), Chile (8%)
Vietnam  Singapore (70%), South Africa (30%)
Details on import season
Unit value during  
WA export season (AU$/kg)
%	Import	–	WA	export	
season
Value of imports during 
WA season (AU$m)
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Importers  Suppliers during 2nd qtr  Suppliers during 3rd qtr Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  Chile (25%), South Africa (12%), Jordan (11%),  Spain (29%), Iran (17%), Turkey (16%),  South Africa (34%), Italy (17%), Spain (15%), 
 US (11%), Saudi Arabia (10%), Spain (8%) US (14%), Lebanon (12%)  Turkey (9%), Portugal (7%)
Brunei  Australia (29%), Singapore (29%), US 913%),  US (84%), China (6%) US (48%), Australia (19%), Hong Kong (7%) 
 Saudi Arabia (10%)  
China  Chile (96%), US (4%)  US (100%)  US (100%)
Hong Kong  US (52%), China (15%), South Africa (13%),  US (88%), China (10%) US (65%), China (14%), Australia (8%),  
 Chile (13%)     South Africa (7%)
India  South Africa (60%), Chile (30%), Australia (10%)  Spain (83%), China (17%)  Spain (80%), Italy (20%)
Indonesia  Australia (96%)  US (87%), China (10%)  US (100%)
Kuwait  Egypt (60%), Saudi Arabia (11%), Tunisia (7%)  Lebanon (73%), Spain (11%)  Lebanon (38%), Australia (23%), Italy (10%)
Malaysia  Chile (55%), South Africa (21%), US (9%),  Spain (46%), US (36%), China (14%) Spain (40%), South Africa (20%), 
 Australia (7%)  Italy (13%), Australia (12%), US 911%)
Oman  Saudi Arabia (49%), UAE (35%)  UAE (59%), Saudi Arabia (17%), UAE (73%), South Africa (21%) 
  Spain (9%) 
Philippines  Australia (100%)  US (100%)  US (55%), Australia (36%)
Qatar  South Africa (24%), Saudi Arabia (23%),  Spain (51%), Turkey (13%), Spain (35%), Italy (31%), 
 Chile (22%), Tunisia (16%) Lebanon (12%), Tunisia (6%)  South Africa (12%), Australia (10%)
Saudi Arabia  South Africa (30%), Egypt (22%), Syria (12%),  Spain (52%), Turkey (21%), Syria (11%) Italy (41%), South Africa (16%), 
 Turkey (9%)  Spain (27%),Turkey (8%)
Singapore  Australia (34%), US (32%), South Africa (27%)  US (69%), Spain (25%)  US (39%), Australia (29%), Spain (17%),  
   South Africa (7%)
Taiwan  Chile (97%)  US (99%)  US (100%)
UAE  Spain (60%), Chile (10%), Lebanon (10%)  Spain (65%), Italy (18%)  South Africa (57%), Italy (27%), Spain (11%)
Vietnam  China (100%)  China (100%)  China (100%)
Details on import season (continued...)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Brunei
China
Egypt
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Kuwait
Malaysia
Oman
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
UAE
Vietnam
Importers
Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 3rd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 4th qtr (AU$m)
Import price 2nd qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 3rd qtr (AU$/kg) Import price 4th qtr (AU$/kg)
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahamas  Not known  No Declining unit value, low competition, distance disadvantage  Medium  Not known
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  Yes Low volume to premium segment. South Africa supplies at lower price points  Medium  Available
Brunei  Not known  Yes Low volume, high unit value, Australia has almost 100% share during WA export season  High  Available
China  Protocol  Yes High volume, high unit value of import  High  Aspirational
Hong Kong  Open  Yes High volume, opportunities at premium segment  High  Available
India  Protocol  Yes High growth in quantity, opportunities at premium segment  High  Available
Indonesia  Protocol  Yes Opportunities at premium segment. South African supply is at low price point. Low volume importer  Medium  Available
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes Low unit value, growth and improvement in quality. Opportunities at high end. Australian supply at high prices  High  Available
Malaysia  Open  Yes Low unit value, improvement in quality  Medium  Available
Oman  Phytosanitary  Yes Low unit value, growth in quantity, decline in quality  Low  Available
Philippines  Protocol  Yes Low volume, negligible supply from Australia at the premium end  Medium  Available
Qatar  Phytosanitary  Yes Low unit value, growth in quantity and quality. Australian supply at premium end  Medium  Available
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes High volume. South Africa is the cheap supplier. Argentina supplies at premium end  Medium  Available
Singapore  Open  Yes Growth in quality. Premium market, Australia supplies at premium end  High  Available
Taiwan  Protocol  Yes Low unit value during WA supply period  Low  Available
UAE  Phytosanitary  Yes Very high competition from South Africa. Low unit value. High volume importer  Low  Available
Vietnam  Protocol  No Growth in quality. Low % imports during WA supply period. Opportunities at premium end  Medium  Aspirational
 Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Markets are competitive, with South Africa and Chile being the main competitors for Australian plums. US supply is  
counter-seasonal.
•  In some of the markets such as Qatar, South African supply is clearly at a lower price point than Australian supply and Australia’s share 
has reduced over time.
•  South Africa supplies at a clearly lower price points in Hong Kong, Kuwait and so on; but Australia could maintain its share over the 
years.
•  South Africa supplies at similar price points (slightly lower) as Australia in Singapore. Australia could maintain its share in Singapore 
market over the years.
•  China is the biggest importer of plums and Chile, the biggest exporter.
Challenges
•  WA and Australia each have an RCA index of 0.3, showing we don’t have a comparative advantage in the export of plums under the 
current export scenario.
•  There is high competition, mainly from South Africa in most of the countries, and from Chile in China and Taiwan.
•  In 2015, Australia exported at an average unit price of $2.9/kg, while for WA it was $2.2/kg. The global average export price was $1.5/
kg. WA’s price had come down to $1.97/kg in 2016, while Australia improved its position to $3.2/kg.
•  Western Australia has a share of 27% of the quantity, but only 16% of the value of total Australian exports (2016).
•  Chile is the largest exporter of plums in the world and South Africa is the 3rd largest exporter.
Opportunities
•  Among the top 20 exporters, Australia is the highest unit value exporter of plums in the world.
•  Access to the Chinese market could create more opportunities for WA plums, as China is the biggest importer of plums in the world. 
Chile is almost the sole competitor during the WA supply period with more than 90% of the share. Chile supplies at higher price points.
•  WA has a seasonal advantage; no developed country supplies during the WA export season. WA could realise opportunities at 
premium end of the market.
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Comments (continued...)
•  More than 40% of the total imports in these selected countries are during the WA supply period (January to March).
•  WA might have to realise the premium price points with a premium supply to be successful in these markets.
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Strawberries
General details on trade
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 
Index for Western Australian strawberries  1.451
10 year CAGR of global import quantity  3%
10 year CAGR of global import unit value  3%
5 year CAGR of global import quantity  4%
5 year CAGR of global import unit value  4%
Overview of selected markets
High potential markets with no market access  China, Japan,  
 Taiwan
Market with highest import value  Hong Kong
Market with highest import price  Japan
Market with highest growth in import  
quantity (5years)  Bahrain
Market with highest growth in import price  
(5 years)  Malaysia
Global import value  $3.2 billion
Global import quantity 877,489 tons
Major exporters  Spain, US, Netherlands, 
 Mexico, Belgium
Major importers  US, Canada, Germany 
 UK, France
Share of top 5 exporters  77%
Share of top 5 importers  56%
Share of strawberries in total fruit and  2.16% 
nut imports
WA’s export season  July to December
WA’s supply season  Throughout the year   
 with significant troughs   
 and peaks
Share of Australia in global  
strawberry exports  0.8%
Position of Australia in global  
strawberry exports  15
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 0.278 
Index for Australian strawberries
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Global import value (AU$m) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(420.1)
United States
(549.2)
Angola
(0.5)
Saudi Arabia
(55.2)
South Africa
(1.8)
Russia
(66.8)
New Zealand
(4.5)
Japan
(38.8)
Dominican 
Republic
(1.1)
Luxembourg
(8.6)
Iceland
(4.1)
Sweden
(36.0)
Hong Kong
(67.1)
Singapore
(36.5)
Morocco
(0.9)
Maldives
(1.0)
Kyrgyzstan
(2.7)
French Polynesia
(1.1)
Estonia
(3.2)
Import value ($m)
0.5 549.2
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global price of imports (AU$/kg) — Where import is more than $500,000 per annum
Canada
(4.19)
United States
(3.85)
Angola
(10.72)
Saudi Arabia
(4.28)
South Africa
(2.43)
Russia
(1.58)
New Zealand
(7.42)
Japan
(12.63)
Dominican 
Republic
(4.71)
Luxembourg
(6.21)
Iceland
(9.83)
Sweden
(4.80)
Hong Kong
(10.52)
Singapore
(9.52)
Morocco
(0.56)
Maldives
(16.98)
Kyrgyzstan
(0.93)
French Polynesia
(17.55)
Estonia
(3.46)
Import value ($/kg)
0.33 17.55
Data source: International Trade Centre
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Global exports — Top 20 exporters
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Australia supplies towards the high end of the market
Data source: International 
Trade Centre
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Australian exports (2016)
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Kuwait
Malaysia
New Zealand
Others
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Thailand
UAE
Importers
Importers
Australian export unit value (AU$/kg)
WA export unit value (AU$/kg)
Australian export quantity (t)
WA export quantity (t)
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Hong Kong
Kuwait
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Australia export quantity (t)
Australia export unit value ($/kg)
WA export quantity (t)
WA export unit value ($/kg)
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WA exports (2016)
Data source: Global Trade Atlas
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Selected countries’ import details (2005-2015)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
New Zealand
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Value (AU$m) Quantity (t) Unit value (AU$/kg) CAGR qty 10yrs (%) CAGR qty 5yrs (%) CAGR price 10yrs (%) CAGR price 5yrs (%)
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Global position — Importers
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Importers		 Top	5	importers		 Level		 Tariff	for	top	importers 
	 	 of	tariff	
Bahamas  US  0%  0%
Bahrain  US, Egypt, Jordan, Australia, South Africa  0%  0%
Hong Kong  US, South Korea, Japan, Chile, New Zealand  0%  0%
Japan  US, South Korea, Netherlands  0%-6%  6%
Kuwait  US, Egypt,Australia, Jordan, Greece  0%  0%
Malaysia  South Korea, Australia, US, New Zealand, Egypt  0%-5%  Egypt and US – 5%, Others – 0%
Maldives  UAE, Sri Lanka, Australia, Germany, UK  13.5%-15%  Sri Lanka –13.5%, Others – 15%
New Zealand  Australia, US  0%  0%
Qatar  US, Egypt, Jordan, Mexico, Ethiopia  0%  0%
Saudi Arabia  Egypt, US, Mexico, Australia, Ethiopia  0%  0%
Singapore  South Korea, US, Australia, New Zealand, Egypt  %  0%
Taiwan  US, Japan, New Zealand, South Korea  0-40%  New Zealand – 12.5%, Others – 20%
Thailand  New Zealand, US, Australia, South Korea, Japan  0-40%  US –10%, Others – 0%
UAE  US, Egypt, Australia, Jordan, Greece  0%  0%
Competition and tariff details
Tariff	for	Australia	(%)
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Data source: International Trade Centre
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Importers  Suppliers during 3rd qtr  Suppliers during 4th qtr
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  US (87%), Australia (11%)  US (49%), Egypt (28%), Jordan (11%)
Hong Kong  US (72%), Australia (28%)  Korea (50%), Japan (20%), New Zealand (15%), US (13%)
Japan  US (98%)  US (93%), Netherlands (4%), Korea (3%)
Kuwait  US (62%), Australia (34%)  Egypt (35%), US (32%), Australia (22%)
Malaysia  Australia (82%), US (17%)  New Zealand (33%), Korea (28%), Australia (20%), Egypt (12%)
Maldives  Australia (45%), UAE (34%)  UAE (52%), Australia (20%), Sri Lanka (7%)
New Zealand  Australia (100%)  Australia (100%)
Qatar  US (78%), Australia (7%), US (38%), Egypt (17%), Mexico (11%), Ethiopia (9%), 
 Netherlands (5%) Jordan (7%), South Africa (6%)
Saudi Arabia  US (93%), Ethiopia (4%)  Egypt (60%), US (40%)
Singapore  Australia (60%), US (40%)  Korea (44%), New Zealand (19%), US (18%), Australia (12%)
Taiwan  US (100%)  US (62%), New Zealand (27%), Japan (7%)
Thailand  Australia (72%), US (23%)  New Zealand (71%), Australia (11%), Korea (8%)
UAE  US (58%), Australia (34%), US (32%), Australia (27%), Netherlands (22%), 
 Netherlands (7%) New Zealand (8%)
Details on import season
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Importers  Suppliers during 1st qtr  Suppliers during 2nd qtr
Bahamas  US (100%)  US (100%)
Bahrain  Egypt (73%), US (17%), Jordan (9%)  US (65%), Jordan (20%), Egypt (10%)
Hong Kong  South Korea (63%), Japan (32%)  US (78%), South Korea (19%)
Japan  US( 100%)  US (100%)
Kuwait  Egypt (47%), US (25%), Jordan (12%)  US (76%), Jordan (10%), Greece (6%)
Malaysia  South Korea (75%), Egypt (17%)  US (54%), South Korea (43%)
Maldives  Sri Lanka (67%), UAE (33%)  Sri Lanka (68%), UAE (32%)
New Zealand  Australia (100%)  US (69%), Australia (31%)
Qatar  US (78%), Australia (7%)  US (38%), Egypt (17%), Mexico (11%), Ethiopia (9%)
Saudi Arabia  Egypt (87%), US (13%)  US (67%), Egypt (24%)
Singapore  South Korea (78%), US (15%)  US (86%), South Korea (13%)
Taiwan  Japan (66%), South Korea (16%), New Zealand (10%)  US (83%), New Zealand (9%), Japan (7%)
Thailand  South Korea (48%), US (30%), Japan (11%)  US (63%), South Korea (30%)
UAE  US (73%), Jordan (13%)  US (62%), Jordan (19%)
Details on import season (continued...)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
New Zealand
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Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Importers
Import value in 3rd qtr (AU$m) Import value in 4th qtr (AU$m)
Unit price in 3rd qtr (AU$/kg) Unit price in 4th qtr (AU$/kg)
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Details on import season (continued...)
Bahamas
Bahrain
Hong Kong
Japan
Kuwait
Malaysia
Maldives
New Zealand
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Importers
Import value in 1st qtr (AU$m) Import value in 2nd qtr (AU$m)
Unit price in 1st qtr (AU$/kg) Unit price in 2nd qtr (AU$/kg)
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Accessibility and potential
Importers  Type of Australia’s Comments  Potential  Availability 
 market presence
Bahamas  Not known  No Low level of competition, import growth and value. High unit value, distance disadvantage  Not known  Low
Bahrain  Phytosanitary  Yes US supplies at high prices and Egypt and Jordan supply at low prices. Good window of opportunity  Available  High 
   during 3rd qtr
Hong Kong  Open  Yes Only US supplies in third quarter,very high price points for Korea ($19/kg) and Japan ($29/kg)  Available  High
Japan  Protocol No Good share and unit value, only US in 3rs qtr, very high price (US – $13/kg and Korea – $23/kg)  Aspirational  High
Kuwait  Phytosanitary  Yes Only US in 3rd qtr, Egypt is a cheap supplier, premium end exits in the market  Available  High
Malaysia  Open  Yes Only US supplies in third quarter, hence good window of opportunity  Available  High
Maldives  Not known  No Low volume, reasonable growth, very high unit value  Available Medium
New Zealand  Protocol  Yes Low share and growth, Australia is the sole supplier during WA supply period, highest unit value  Available  High 
   market for WA exports
Qatar  Phytosanitary  Yes Good growth in quality, only 1% of WA exports. US supplies at high (above $10/kg) price,  Available  High 
   opportunity at premium end
Saudi Arabia  Phytosanitary  Yes Highest share, lowest unit value, only 4% of WA exports, may not good for premium product  Available  High
Singapore  Open  Yes Good share and unit value,growth in quality, largest destination (25%) for WA strawberries,  Available  High 
   Australian supply at lower end
Taiwan  Closed No Good unit value, low share, low competition. Closed market. Korea and Japan supply at high end  Aspirational  High
Thailand  Protocol  Yes Mostly US and light supplies from Indonesia during 3rd quarter, 13% of WA exports  Available High
UAE  Phytosanitary Yes Good share, good growth in unit value. 22% of WA strawberries  Available  High
 Potential Availability 
 Rank Score 
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Comments
•  Singapore, UAE and Thailand are our top three markets for exports of strawberries.
•  Most of the analysed countries were found to have high potential for strawberry exports from WA.
•  Potential for China market couldn’t be assessed as there is no import data available.  Chinese market was closed to strawberry imports 
from all countries until late 2016.  Still China is on the list of high potential countries because it is a high volume producer, but don’t produce 
during WA season.
•  India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan have less potential, as they are not significant importers of strawberries.
•  Less than 30% of the imports are during the WA supply season. It can be a challenge or an opportunity depending on the reason for this 
trend. If it is due to unavailability of suppliers during WA season, it is an opportunity for WA. If it is due to sufficient local production during 
this period, that could be a challenge for WA.
•  South Korea receives the highest price among the top 20 exporters followed by Australia.
•  Australian exports are 150% more expensive than global average exports.
•  US is the largest importer and Spain is the largest exporter of fresh strawberries.
Challenges
•  WA does not have access to Chinese market.
•  Japan has the highest average unit value of import, but WA does not have access to Japan. Moreover, competition is low, with US being the 
main supplier during the July to September quarter which is the main WA export season. Only imports from Tasmania are allowed to Japan 
from Australia.
•  WA has issues in the supply side, mainly availability of quality runners and labour.
•  Only 44% of the imports in the selected markets are during the WA export season.
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Comments (continued...)
Opportunities
•  The unit value of global strawberry imports grew by 3% during the past ten years and 4% during the past five years, 
showing the improvement in quality.
•  In most of the potential countries, US is the only competitor from July to September, which is the main export season for 
WA strawberries.
•  WA has an RCA index of 1.45, which indicates WA has a comparative advantage in the export of strawberries.
•  There are opportunities for exporting WA strawberries to Middle Eastern and South East Asian markets and to New 
Zealand.
•  Malaysia, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, Hong Kong, Kuwait and Taiwan had double digit growth in percentage unit 
value during the past five years.
• July to September would be the seasonal window for WA, where competitors are less active. South Korea exports during 
first, second and fourth quarter, New Zealand in fourth quarter.
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